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HISTORY 
The foundations of Denison University were laid in the deep 
conviction of the pioneers of Ohio, that educated men were needed 
in developing the best interests of the young communities. The 
members of the Baptist denomination were among the first to 
respond to this urgent need by founding a literary and theological 
institution at Granville. Classes were opened for instruction in 
the fall of 1831. 
The institution embraced at first some features of an agricul- 
tural college and theological school, occupying a farm about one 
and a half miles southwest of town. But these features were 
soon abandoned as impracticable in connection with the collegiate 
instruction. In 1856 the present site on the hill north of the village 
was secured and the college was moved to-the new location. 
Its growth was slow but along substantial lines. The college 
was fortunate in attracting to its service instructors who were 
graduates of the best eastern institutions and devoted to the high 
ideals of learning. During the last thirty years it has grown more 
rapidly, sharing in the general intellectual stimulation. In that 
period it has expanded in material equipment and in scholastic 
lines. 
In 1887 a women's department was added to the educational 
plant. Education for young women had been provided since 
1832 in a private institute at Granville, which was one of the 
earliest schools of the kind in the country. It prospered espec- 
ially during the ownership of Dr. D. Shepardson, a most zealous 
advocate of women's education. He gave both school and pro- 
perty in the above mentioned year to the Baptist denomination, 
which accepted the gift under the name of Shepardson College 
for Women. It existed side by side with the men's institution, 
sharing the library and other facilities of the latter, but main- 
taining a separate organization. The trend was toward a closer 
affiliation, which was accomplished in 1900 by its incorporation 
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as the women's department of Drnison University. Its students 
enjoy the same scholastic advantages as the men of Denison and 
receive the same re :i completion of the course. 
Provision was nude for a musical training in the organization 
of the Denison Consen Music as a department complete 
in itself, but affiliated with the collegiate departments. 
A prr e has always been main- 
tained to furnish the training adequate for entrance to the higher 
courses. In 1895 this was more definitely established as a com- 
plete institution and named Doane Academy. It has its own 
faculty and organization, while enjoying at the same time the 
facilities of the larger institution. 
The (Jnivei U at present of Cranville College for 
Men, Shcpardson College (1 1 \V men, the Conservatory of Music 
and Doane Academy. 
Denison 1 a religious institution in the sense that 
it is fostered by a religious denomination   and that its entire life 
and management are dominated by religious motives.    There is 
1 no attempt nor di rie instruction into sectarian channels, 
and all advantages arc freely offered without any religious dis- 
junction.     I ison I Diversity is to provide a thor- 
ough college education under such influences as strengthen Chris- 
tian faith and build u; 
LOCATION 
"   f Deni    a University, it known as a place 
of rare natural beauty.     It is situated in a fertile valley, encom- 
ed by hills of 1 iltitude.    From College Hill the views 
of the country-side arc m    I ring.    The town 
miles by road east of ( It lies on the Toledo and 
Ohio Central Division of the 1 . Central Railway,  and on 
the Ohio Electric Line. It is reached by the Pennsylvania Lines 
and the Haltimorc and Ohio Railroad at Newark, 20 minutes 
listanl by interurban service in electric car or auto-bus. 
Granville is one of the oldest towns in the state, having been 
settled  by colonists  from  Massachusetts in   1805.    From  these 
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pioneers it received the best features of New England life. High 
moral and intellectual ideals have always marked the place. Al- 
though small, the town enjoys many of the advantages of city 
life. It has well-equipped churches and modern civic activities. 
In material equipment it enjoys a pure water-supply, a modern 
sewerage system, paved streets, and electric street-lighting. 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 
ENDOWMENT AND PROPERTY 
At present the property and endowment of DcnisonUniver- 
sity is valued at two and a half million dollars. Of this sum one- 
half is in income bearing endowment, and the rest in grounds, 
buildings, and equipment. 
GATES AND WALKS 
College Hill, the site of the main buildings of the University, 
is approached by a winding avenue from the town. At the cast 
entrance to the grounds is an ornamental terrace of brick, with 
walks lcadine on either side to the various halls and to the Li- 
brary. From Shepardson Campus the entrance is through two 
colonial gateways of brick at either end of a semi-circular walk 
which leads to the Plaza on the south slope of the hill. These 
adornments and conveniences of the campus were supplied 
through the beneficence of Mr. E. J. Barney, LL.D. 
THE NEW CAMPUS 
The campus of Denison University has recently been greatly 
extended through the generosity of Colonel Edward A. Deeds, 
Vice-President of the Board of Trustees, and now covers a little 
over two hundred and fifty acres. This addition provides amply 
for the extended building project of the University, and furnishes 
also adequate space for all forms of outdoor recreation. The 
new campus is being developed according to plans made by land- 
scape architects of the highest standing. In addition to the ath- 
letic fields, there has been constructed a pathway three miles 
in length, winding through woods and fields, with rustic houses 
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anJ equipment at different ;    at*       outdoor diversion!.    In all, 
scvfnty-iive a le for recreational purposes. 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
Dormitories for Men I lormitories, Marsh Hall and Tal- 
bot Hall, together fun for ibout one hundred 
anJ fifty men.   They a rick buildings, with modern 
conveniences, including .ich floor, and arc supplied 
with heat and light from I powei plant.    Marsh Hall, 
wlii.'n  wa    partially destroyed  by fire in  1918,  has been  fully 
idence hall o( the Denison Commons Club. 
It pr : . 1   linii g r om for one hun- 
. ;.; artrr.cnt on the top floor. 
Shepardson Dormitories. Hurt ?i Hall, Ring Hall and Stone 
Hall, locati 1 ;e Hill on the Shepardson quad- 
rangle, fad • !'• Furnish accommodations for one hun- 
dred and • gether with reception 
parlors, reading roo:;. . foi Shepardson officers 
an.! fair- I ervatory building and four 
additional homes near the prned or leaseJ by the Uni- 
versity, ai cty more. These, together with 
certain selected private homi • . are employed temp- 
orarily, pending the erection of nee halls at the cast 
end of C liege Hill. All the halls, houses and homes arc super- 
vise,! by teachers and matr 1 the same rules, and all the 
Students, wherever h . • 1 together in Shepardson Com- 
mons on the Campus. 
ACADEMIC HALLS 
Barney Memorial Hall.   This  hall  was built and equipped 
for thee I ' J. Barney, L.L.D., of the Board 
ofTi father, Eliam E. Barney, who was 
' nd devoted sup]   rten of the institu- 
The building  is of  fireproof  structure 
•    It 1 the departments of Physics, Geology, 
in ! Civil I ngii 
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Doane Academy Hall.—This is the gift of the laic Dr. \V. II. 
Doane, member of the Board of Trustees. Although erected 
primarily for the Academy, much of its space is devoted at pres- 
ent to the College. 
The Officers of Administration, including the President, the 
Secretary, the Treasurer, the Dean of the College, and the Dun 
■ if the Academy, occupy offices on the first and second floors. The 
third floor consists of a large assembly room, seating about 500. 
Swasey Observatory.—The Observatory was erected in 1900 
through the generosity of Ambrose Swasey, Sc.D., President of 
the Board of Trustees. It ia of white Vermont marble and is 
equipped  with  modern  astronomical   instruments of  the  best 
quality. 
Doane Library.—The main university Library is at preta I 
housed in Doane Hall, a building presented by the late Dr. W 
Howard Doane in 1879. It is open to instructors and students 
in all departments, with free access to the shelves. The over- 
crowded condition of the present building has brought about 
the establishment of special collections and reading rooms in 
several departments, including Latin, Greek, English, Modern 
Languages, and the various scientific departments. 
Men's Gymnasium.—Cleveland Hall is a modern structure 
erected to meet the recreational needs of the men. The main 
part of the building is occupied by a gymnasium, containing a 
large floor for athletic games and exercises, a running track, 
swimming pool, and large space for locker rooms. The second 
floor contains the assembly room of the Young Men's Christian 
Association, the Trophy Room and Reading Room. The halls 
of the Franklin and Calliopean Literary Societies arc located 
on the upper floor. 
Women's Gymnasium.—The Doane Gymnasium for the 
young women of Shcpardson College was donated by Dr. Doane. 
It is equipped with swimming pool and has a large floor for class 
athletics and sports. 
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Conservator)1 of Music.     1      large residence of former Pro- 
• A   1     [Tiresl ei is uied ..- the main building for the Con- 
serval 
Recital Hall.-A itory it the Recital Hall 
arra: It contains a pipe organ 
ii furnithed with stage and curtains, and 
a  lantern  for m 
Baptist Church. -1 "he   \ the Baptist Church is 
used three times weekly f >r the assembly of all the students of 
the University f< >t I n ice. 
Central Heating and Lighting Plant.—The University is 
of lighting and heating. The 
Varyan system of hot-water heating is employed. There are 
two -team, and one auxiliary boiler 
for hot water. Two duplex pumps cause the circulation of hot 
water to all the college buildings. 
Two [75  and ;o K . :ty respectively, 
furni for  building  and   grounds.    A  modern  switch 
boarJ permit • from the plant. 
.! K FIELD 
Through the generosity of F. P. Beaver, a member of the 
'■    '     (Trust©   , theUnirei '■>• acquired one of the first athletic 
Beavei   Field   provides  a  football 
iseball field, and a quarter-mile track. 
Di ED9 FIELD 
In h Col. Edward A. Deeds, the new re- 
creation   gr und  ol the  University is   known as  Deeds Field. 
ground has hern in progress for three years.    A 
tball field for inter- 
collegi n use.    Deeds   Field  covers  25 acres 
the wide I opportunities  for outdoor sports.   On 
- terrace is the 'varsity foot-ball field, quarter-mile track 
artistically fitted to the northern slope of College 
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Hill anJ shaded by the College Woods. On successive terraces 
arc to be located tennis courts, a baseball field and grandstand, 
and tout practice football or baseball fields. 
The field is Hearing completion and will furnish unusual facili- 
ties for athletics and recreation. It will be possible for every 
student in the University to take part in some form of outdoor 
exercise daily. 
PLANS FOR FUTURK BUILDINGS 
For five years a group of architects and landscape experts 
has been engaged upon plans for the grounds and buildings of the 
University. Construction has been delayed on account of the 
high cost of materials and labor. Among the most immediate 
and pressing needs of the institution are a new library building, 
which would add at once very materially to the effectiveness of 
I . cry department of instruction, a chemical laboratory, a hospital, 
i! irmitoriea for men and women and an administration building. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS. 
Oenison is selected by the U. S. Government as one of the 
institutions in which a military department is established, by Act 
of Congress, June 3, 1916, for the training of Reserve Officers of 
the Army. Officers of the regular Army arc stationed at Dcnison 
and a course in military science and tactics has been inaugurated, 
covering four years of theoretical and practical work. Attend- 
ance at a summer training camp under actual military conditions 
may be included, the Government furnishing transportation to 
and from the camp and clothing and subsistence while there. 
Uniforms and equipment are furnished by the Government. In 
the last two years commutations of rations arc allowed, amount- 
ing approximately to £150.00 per year. An additional allow- 
ance of £1.00 per day during attendance at camp is paid, mak- 
ing a total compensation of nearly £300.00 for the two years. 
A student who successfully completes this course and accepts a 
commission in the Officers' Reserve Corps may, at his option, be 
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ii.il  iheeta  of  ilic  U.   S.   Geological  Survey       More   than   300 
■ is of mineral specimens and fossil collections are available. 
The departmental library, named in honor of the late C. K. Gil- 
I" it. contain! his personal collection of books and pamphlets pre- 
liti.m  of the valuable contributions  to geology 
made 11 Deniaon. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
I       Department of Civil  Engineering occupies  the  upper 
Boon "f  Barney Hall.     It possesses a full equipment of instru- 
menta f'»r field work.     I''or illustrative purposes there is a well 
of drawings and specifications of bridges, water 
and all forms of modern high way construction.   The 
• Ir.Jii are well lighted by large sky lights and furnished 
with l!'.'1 usual requirements. 
CHI MISTRY 
The Chemistry Department has lecture room and laboratories 
provided for it temporarily in the basement floors of Doane Aca- 
demy. There arc nine rooms, including laboratories for general 
and 1 Ivanced Chemiitry, stock rooms, office and department 
library. The equipment is ample for the needs either of the 
il itudent or for those looking to special training in medicine, 
pharmacy, industrial chemistry, ami chemical engineering. 
BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY 
I'III- two departments arc located in Talhot Hall. The 
arrangements include lecture rooms and laboratories for general 
and advanced classes and facilities for research work. There is 
opportunity for bacteriological and genetic studies. 
The Herbarium embraces representative collections from the 
United States and Mexico and is especially rich ill local flora. 
The department library includes several botanical and zoological 
journals,   which  are  accessible  to students,  besides  the  regular 
exchangee of the Deniton Scientific Association. 
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HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
This department has the use of a collection of maps illustrating 
political  development.   The  main  Library has  a  well-selected 
stock of authoritative books  in this field, and the supply is in- 
creased each year by the purchase of the best works. 
BIBLE 
The facilities of the department include a series of modern 
wall maps, an increasing library equipment, and the opportunity 
for practical religious service in local churches. 
JOURNALISM 
In  1919  instruction  in  journalism  was  authorized  by  the 
Faculty, and the work was begun in the same year.    The journal- 
ism room is equipped with desks and typewriters, and receives 
the most important daily papers. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
The Armory is located for the present on the lower floor of 
Barney Science Hall. Students of this department receive 
regulation O. D. woolen uniforms and the complete equipment 
of an infantry soldier of the U. S. Army. The armament con- 
sists of Springfield rifles of modern type, together with the follow- 
ing weapons developed during the World War: 4 Browning Auto- 
matic Rifles, 2 Browning Machine Guns, 1 3-inch Stokes Mortar, 
1 37-mm. one-pounder cannon, hand and rifle grenades. 
A conveniently located outdoor range affords opportunity for 
smallbore target practice. Plans have been made for a target 
range to be constructed in the spring of 1922 which will permit 
of firing up to 200 yards of the service rifle, the automatic rifle, 
and the machine gun; also of a complete pistol range. 
DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
One of the privileges of students and faculty alike is member- 
ship in the Denison Scientific Association. The scope of this 
organization is wider than its name implies, as other than science 
departments co-operate with it. Its function is four-fold, as 
stated below: 
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2. RELIGIOUS 
These include the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the Student 
Volunteer Rand and the Ministerial Association, all of which 
co-opcratc in maintaining the high Christian standards and the 
wh ilesome atmosphere of the college. They maintain a compre- 
ive scheme of Bible and of mission study in connection with 
the Sunday Schools of the local churches. They furnish oppor- 
tunity by means of devotional meetings, of gospel team deputa- 
tion work, of aid in Americanization work and various other 
forms of community service for exercising and developing the 
students' capacity for Christian work. They have undertaken 
the financial support of a Denison representative on the mission 
field in West China and have recently completed arrangements 
with the Baptist Foreign Mission Board to assume the respon- 
sibility for supplying as many as possible of the workers needed 
for the West China field. 
3. ACADEMIC 
There arc five literary societies—the Calliopcan and Franklin, 
open to all the young men of Granvillc College, the Euterpean, 
Phllornathean and Thalian, open to the young women of Shcp- 
ardson College. The two first mentioned date back to the early 
days of the college and have assembly rooms of their own on the 
upper floor of Cleveland Hall. 
I Student Associations of Granvillc College and Shepard- 
■on College carry on the student activities of Debate and Or- 
atory, Glee Club singing, the publication of the College weekly 
r, the publication of the College annual, the University 
Band and Orchestra. These activities arc carried on under the 
supervision of Boards of Control, composed of Faculty members 
and students, and working in close co-operation with the collegiate 
department most closely allied with each interest, do much to 
promote widespread interest among the students and a high 
standard of performance. 
The Masquers. This organization exists primarily for the 
informal  study of  modern  dramatic  movements.     At irregular 
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intervals, the M rformances of modern plays. 
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It may consist of advanced elective courses or of special assign- 
ments, equal in amount to a 3-hour course for the year. It shall 
not he counted as a part of the requirements for graduation and 
must not interfere with the student's regular courses. Students 
who successfully complete such work shall have this fact stated 
on the records of the University, and shall receive honorable 
mention on Commencement Day and in the annual catalogue. 
3. RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS 
Men who have completed their sophomore year at Denison 
University are eligible to compete for the Cecil Rhodes Scholar- 
ships, tenable for three years at Oxford University, England, with 
a stipend of £1500 each year. These scholarships are awarded 
on the combined basis of character, scholarship, athletics, and 
rship in extra-curriculum activities. Further information 
may be obtained from any member of the Rhodes Scholarship 
Committee of Selection for Ohio: Chairman, President W. O. 
Thompson, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; Professor 
H. I'.. Schmitt, Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio; 
Cary R. Alburn, Esq., Attorney, Garficld Bank Building, Cleve- 
land, Ohio; Secretary, Professor Leigh Alexander, Oberlin College, 
Oberlin, Ohio. 
4. PRIZES 
(a) The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. These prizes were 
eiven to the Franklin and Calliopean literary societies by Mr. 
Charles T. Lewis, former president of the Board of Trustees, and 
are now continued by his sons Howard Lewis and Frank Lewis 
of the classes of 1900 and 1902, respectively. The prizes are as 
follows: Forty dollars to the best debater, thirty dollars to the 
best orator, twenty dollars to the best essayist, and ten dollars 
to the best declaimer. 
(b) The Samson Talbot Prize Reading. This is an endowed 
prize for the best reading of Scripture and is open to seniors and 
juniors.   The prizes are £40 and £20 respectively. 
(c) Lake Laboratory Scholarship Prize. The University 
offers as a prize to students in the departments of Botany and 
Zoology a scholarship in the State University Lake Laboratory, 
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Ml    T in Latin Prize.    Kx-Governor Jud- 
i in Harmon, of the clai     f '66,    fers a prize of £50 each year for 
rk  I ne in Freshman Latin, the award to be made on 
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which will interfere with regular college work. 
1. Tie Mary  K   Monroe  Fund, £30,000.    The income of 
lable for ministerial students in Granvillc College, 
and in the The il Seminaries after graduation from Denison. 
2. The King Scholarship Endowment, $12,000, for the aid 
of young ladies in Shcpardson College. 
;.    The  I benezer Thresher Fund, £10,000,  for the aid of 
young men of Granville College. 
4. The M. E. Cray Fund, £5,000, for the aid of ministerial 
students of Granville Colle 
5. The David and Jane Harpster Fund, £1,500, available for 
students in Granville College or Doanc Academy. 
6. 'Fhe  David Thatcher Fund, £1,500, available for minis- 
terial students in Granvillc College or Doanc Academy. 
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7. The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund, #500, for students in 
Granville College or Doane Academy. 
8. The Shepardson Scholarship, #i,ooo, for students in Shep- 
ardson College. 
i). The I.use Scholarship, £1,000, for students in Shepardson 
College. 
10. The Bostwick Scholarship, $1,000, established by A. F. 
and A. A. Bostwick, of Seville, Ohio. 
11. The Griswold Scholarship, #5,000, the gift of the late 
<;.(>. (iriswold, Esq., of Warren, Ohio. 
12. The Lewis Scholarships, contributed by Charles T. Lewis, 
.. of Toledo, affording free tuition annually to two students. 
13. The Doyle Scholarship contributed by John H.Doyle, Esq., 
of Toledo, Ohio, affording free tuition annually to one student. 
14. The Gilpatrick Scholarship, endowed by a fund contri- 
buted through the Society of the Alumni by former students and 
friends of the late Professor John Lord Gilpatrick. 
15. The Wells A. and Cynthia Aldrich Chamberlain Scholar- 
ship, #2,000, endowed by their sons and daughter, for the aid 
of students of Denison University. 
16. The Edward Lc Grande Husted Fund, $1,000, endowed 
by Jessie Husted Chamberlain, the income to be loaned to stu- 
dents of Denison University. 
17. The Maria Theresa Barney Fund, from which the Presi- 
dent of the University has a varying amount at his disposal each 
year to be loaned to students at his discretion, without interest. 
18. The Ohio Baptist Education Society has at its disposal 
free tuition scholarships for its beneficiaries to the number of 
forty, if necessary. 
19. High School Scholarships. An endowed scholarship to 
the highest honor student (boy or girll in the graduating class 
each year is offered to a selected list of secondary schools. This 
is worth #50.00 for each of four years, and its use must be begun 
during the year of graduation. 
20. Music Scholarships. The sum of #200.00 is awarded by 
the Board of Trustees, upon the recommendation of the Director 
of the conservatory and the President of the University. 
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KNTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Fifteen units distributed as indicated below are required for 
entrance, and  no student is admitted to  freshman   rank who 
has not completed at least fourteen units.     A unit is defined as a 
course of study of a given subject, with 4-5 forty minute 
periodl of recitation per week, in an approved secondary school. 
1. The following I0j4 units are prescribed for all: 
English, 3 History, 1 
Mathematics, 2 Science, yi 
Foreign language, 4 (at least 2 in the same language) 
Candidates for the  B.S.  degree   may substitute   2  units   of 
Science and Mathematics, as listed in paragraph 2, for the third 
and fourth units of foreign languages. 
2. At least 2j4 additional units must be selected from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will be accepted in any subject: 
English, 4 Physics, 1 
Latin, 4 Chemistry, 1 
Greek, 3 Phys. Geog., I 
French, 3 Botany, I 
German, 4 Zoology, 1 
Spanish, 3 Physiology, I 
History and Civics, 4 Agriculture, I 
Mathematics, 3 (Algebra and Geometry, only) 
In this group may be included the following subjects with the 
M ] rctive  amounts  noted,  upon  the  recommendation  of  the 
college departments specially concerned: 
Iiible, 1 Psychology, }4 
Kconomics, J4 Sociology, \4 
Theoretical Music, I 
3. Not more than two units may be presented from the 
following subjects: 
Mechanical Drawing, 1 Manual   Training,   or  Shop 
Freehand Drawing, 1 Work, I 
Domestic Science, 1 Commercial Law, 1 
Stenography (if a full unit), 1 Commercial Geography, 1 
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PKOVISIONAI ADMISSION 
(ir., luate irj  ich   ill who lack a portion 
of the ranee arc admitted  provisionally 
and c eficiency within two years. 
Those                   leficient in more than two of the above prescribed 
units arc li                   \ tudents; if deficient in not more 
than two units, tudents; if deficient in 
only one unit, is men." 
Entrance be removed by courses in Doane 
\     lemy, or b) ifter private tutoring, or in many 
subjects by subst:! 
Ml ill be removed by the end of the 
second yeai   I com nued registration 
is denied,    Liki rmined effort approved by the registrar 
must he in. . .ird clearing such conditions 
as a prcrc ; . tration the second year. 
V \c< i\ MP is CERTIFICATE 
In order to safe-guar I I th of the entire college com- 
munity, each matricul 'at the time of his entrance 
to the Univei        i .       ■■■    ate showing either one suc- 
cessful vaccination or two unsuccessful inoculations within  ten 
years from igree in writing to submit to vaccination 
within a m inth after entrance into Dcnison University. 
Ext i is 1 •.IRANCI: CREDIT 
trance credit must be made at the 
time of matriculation and documentary evidence of the same 
present! ! within lil weeks, All such credit, if allowed, is provis- 
ional upon tlit- tudent' maintaining a prescribed high standard 
luring the year. No excess entrance credit is 
allowi , unless at least one semester more 
' in the secondary school; when 
allowed, it shall never represent more than fifty per cent of the 
school credit, and the maximum is ten semester hours. In cases 
of deficiencies in the required subjects for entrance (although a 
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total of fifteen units is presented), a request for a limited amount 
of excess entrance credit partly to counterbalance the deficiency 
will be given consideration by the Secretary. 
ADVANCED STANDING 
Students who have completed a part of their course at other 
colleges may apply for admission with advanced standing. They 
should present a certified statement of their preparatory course, 
also of the work completed and the credit gained at the former 
institution, and a certificate of honorable dismission. Equiva- 
lent credit will be given for the work they have successfully com- 
pleted, so far as it applies to the courses at Denison, but an 
examination may be required, at the discretion of the Faculty. 
REGISTRATION OF STUDENTS 
New students will present themselves at the office of the 
Secretary on the opening day of the semester, for registration; 
otherwise a fee of $5.00 is charged for late registration. In the 
first semester former students will defer their registration until 
the second day. 
ADVISERS 
Each student chooses as early as possible the department 
containing the line of study which he wishes to emphasize in his 
course. The professor in charge of this department becomes the 
student's adviser in his course of study and must be consulted at 
each subsequent registration. 
SUBJECTS OPEN TO FRESHMEN 
Courses 1-2 in English, 1-2 or ib-zb in Mathematics, and 
1-2 in Physical Training are required of all candidates for de- 
grees and must be taken in the freshman year. Neither sub- 
ject may be deferred to a later year except with the consent of 
the Secretary, on recommendation of the adviser. Students 
competing for the degree of Bachelor of Arts will take Latin or 
Greek, or both, during the freshman year. Students looking for- 
ward to advanced courses in Mathematics, Physics, Astronomy 
or Engineering, arc advised to take Mathematics ib-2b in the 
freshman year, a five-hour course, rather than 1-2, a three-hour 
1 
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course.   Students for I Bachelor of Science will usu- 
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1 e maximum allowed a new matriculant is 18 hours, and this 
includes 1 hour of 1             trail 
/ Rt(utrasion.     I   1    thei   indents, more than 16 hours 
is excels a: sent of the Secretary 
in a; -lite regulations of the  Faculty.    A fee of $2.00 
sha" ': red hour in excess of 18,    Without 
tary"  office, 13 credit hours shall 
int of regisl ration, 
' !'   ■ tration.    Ordinarily no changes arc allowed 
in registration after 1 tration card has been filed with the 
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Secretary. For every change that is allowed, a fee of $1.00 
will be charged, unless remitted by the Secretary for satisactory 
reason. 
Late Registration. All students must complete their regis- 
tration and settle with the Treasurer on the days set apart for 
this purpose, l-'ailure to do so will be counted as late registration 
entailing a special fee of £5.00. 
Dropping Work. Work for which the student has once regis- 
tered cannot be dropped except by formal permission secured 
through the office of the Registrar. A course abandoned with- 
out such permission will be counted as a failure and so recorded 
on the permanent record; likewise (under certain conditions) 
a course in which the student is failing, if he asks to drop the 
same after the first seven weeks of the semester. 
Dismission. Students leaving before the close of a semester 
will not be regarded as having honorably terminated their con- 
nection with the University unless dismissed by the President or 
the Secretary. 
Chapel. All students arc required to be regular in attendance 
upon the Chapel exercises and the College assemblies. 
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS 
For Freshman Standing 
No student will be classified as freshman who is deficient 
at the beginning of the year in more than one unit of pre- 
paratory work. 
For Sophomore Standing 
All entrance deficiencies must be removed. 
At least 24 hours of college work and 26 points (including 
English 1-2, Mathematics 1-2 (5 hours' total) and Physical 
Training 1-2. 
For Junior Standing 
At least 62 hours and 68 points (including Physical Train- 
ing 3-4 and all preceding requirements). 
For Senior Standing 
At least 96 hours and 105 points. 
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"        ■ '    IUIREM •! i.   BACCALAUREATI   DECREES 
All Candida! must  take  English, courses 1-4; 
;
        -    ' emester credits in the department of 
Phi'1     phy; K lern Language and 4 semes- 
ter credit    1 Phyt   .,: I- 1   e maximum credit allowed in 
SPBCIAI Ri rs FOR THE DEGREE or BACHELOR 
\HTS 
'' tion to the common n |uirements, as above, the candi- 
tingto not less than 32 
lepartmenta of Latin and 
' t 10 semester credits in Division 
I '•'■       I     mentary Greel when taken in college by stu- 
fulfilling this requirc- 
ment.   Com the Greek and   Latin  departments 
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not requiring a knowledge of these languages, and Courses A and B 
in the department of Latin, may be counted for this requirement, 
but not to exceed 8 credits in all. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR 
OF SCIENCE 
In addition to the common requirements (second paragraph 
above) the candidate must take a principal sequence of courses 
amounting to not less than 20 semester credits in some one of the 
departments listed under Division Two (third paragraph above) 
and a secondary sequence of not less than 12 semester credits 
from studies in the same Division. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR 
OF PHILOSOPHY 
In addition to the common requirements (third paragraph 
above) the candidate must take a principal sequence of courses 
aggregating not less than 20 semester credits in some one of the 
departments listed under Division One (fourth paragraph above) 
and a secondary sequence for not less than 12 semester credits 
from studies in the same Division, and an addition of at least 10 
 »ter credits in   Division Two.    Applicants  for this degree 
(Ph.B.) may reckon Mathematics as under Division One for either 
the principal or the secondary sequence. 
The term "sequence," as used in the preceding paragraphs, 
must be so interpreted as to insure a genuine logical relation 
between the courses of which the sequence is composed. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF CREDITS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION 
The granting of any of these degrees requires the completion 
of at least 128 semester credits of scholastic work, including 4 
credits in Physical Training, the unit of credit being 1 hour per 
week of lecture or recitation, or 2 hours per week of laboratory 
work, through one semester. In addition to credits a certain 
nandard of scholarship, estimated as "points," is required.   A 
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total        it earned, being  reckoned on  the 
SI A I: 
'"■'"   I sw llei ' ill   per credit hour. 
"B"  G >K points per credit hour. 
"'■'   (I Earns i point per credit hour. 
"D"   P Earns no point 
"f*'      a failui ;en over in class. 
'•'• ' to graduation, the 
candidal : accumulated at least no semes- 
ter >r 112 "points, have paid all University 
bills i 
•    ci u Pm -Mi OICAI PROVISION 
II tes all  the specific re- 
quirements for thi   l:   - ,t Denison and all the specific 
requirement to an A .-radc Medical School, with 
ato
' »semester houi and no poinu, shall receive the 
B-S. icccssful completion of the first 
year'i  ■ \ cal School. 
Till. MAST! R'S DEGREE 
''                               . «d graduate department, but provision 
'
s
 
nla limited number of students 
to pursue graduate . degree of Master of Arts 
r Ma ter of S  'vice. 
Admi for the master's degree is granted 
"
n|y .  Advanced  Degrees, 
(Sec Faculty Committi ;    i ; . an i ..; ; r ived by the Committee 
of the m irk • i be undertaken. 
1 I'-grcc must be a 
ve
*
r
' ter hours, t..ken in residence 
»t the C                Woi • .lions and offered to- 
**rd ' i lamination, at the option 
• if the Committee, but ;.' Ii        i an of work must be taken 
»t   Deni            Not   more than  half of  thil  work   may be  taken 
in
 the •. r's degree will not be 
ifter the bachelor's degree. 
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The course shall consist of one major, comprising advanced 
work of graduate nature and amounting to at least one-half the 
required course, and of one or more minors, one of which is in a 
department of study allied to the major subject. 
Ability to read one foreign language is prerequisite to all 
graduate courses. 
Condition! regarding the thesis and the final examination may 
be learned by application to the Committee on Advanced Degrees. 
Students in graduate courses arc subject to the same tuition, 
incidental and laboratory fees as others.    The diploma fee for the 
master's degree is #10.00. 
EXPENSES 
MATRICULATION FEES 
For students entering as Freshmen $ 2.00 
For students entering as Sophomores     3 .00 
For students entering as Juniors     4.00 
For students entering as Seniors     5 .00 
For students entering as Graduates     5,00 
This fee is remitted in case of graduates from Doane Academy. 
TUITION AND GENERAL FEES 
Tuition, per semester $25 .00 
Incidentals, per semester   32.50 
Athletic Ticket (optional with Shepardson Students)     2.50 
Student Activities     2.50 
Tuition in Conservatory of Music, (See page 79). 
DIPLOMA FEES 
Bachelor's Degree $ 5.00 
Master's Degree    10.00 
EXTRA CHARGES FOR CERTAIN COURSES 
The fees indicated below are in all cases for a single semester. 
In some cases the fee is not a fixed amount, but depends upon 
special circumstances.    Such cases are not included in this table. 
ASTRONOMY Course       2a $2.00 
4     2.00 
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BOTANY Course   l              .< 3.OO       2. ...$ 3.00 
1 3 00     4. ...    300 
; 4.00     6. 
...    4.00 
' 4.50      B ...    4.50 
■ 1 00    10. ...    1.00 
ii ...     2.00 
i- 1 00    18. ...     1.00 
CHI mim 
Course 1     (6 oo 2—H6.00 '■■r *Q.0O) 
;     ■    c    r.-) oo) 6— 6.00 (Of 9.0O) 
9— 5-00 10— 5.00 
11     Consult Instr .  '   : 12—Consu tl istructor 
13—Consult Instructor 
1 :        '■  OO 
14—C tl istructor 
16— 6.00 
I-     \     • 1 •    No fee or deposit 
1 1    ( tractor   20— Consult Instructor 
De| ticket, for each course unless 
illy mentioned, 9(4.00. 
Civ. ENGINEERING COURSE I .< 1 00     2 $ 1.00 
I 1 00     4 2.00 
2 00 
1 00 10 
11 
1.00 
2.00 
1 Courses 1 
     1.00 
,1                     .12.00 
11,11, i), 14,15 or 16     800 
1. I, ! pt ti     'udents 
i ■ .Ilrjrc tuition)     8 .00 
•'      '■ 0r| ege credit.) 
I ■■■                          per weel  40.00 
Orw                          11 week  22.00 
PHYSICS                Curse   ia     2.00     2a  2.00 
3                   300     4  300 
5     3 00     6  30° 
9                 3.00    10  300 
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ZOOLOGY Courses  1, 2, 3, 4, per credit hour J$ 1.25 
5, 6, rio fee. 
All other courses per credit hour 1.25 
BOARD AND ROOMS 
Shcpardson College Room #45 .00 
Board in Commons  90.00 
Granville College Room 20.00 to 30.00 
for each student. 
Board is not furnished to young men by the College.     Stu- 
dents of Granville College must make private arrangements for 
their meals. 
Semester   Bills,  including  dormitory   room-rent   (and   board 
in  case of  Shcpardson students)   are payable in advance.   All 
ints, even if deferred by permission of the Dean, must be 
completed by December first and April fifteenth in the respec- 
tive semesters, in order to avoid suspension from classes. 
SPECIAL FEES 
Excess Registration.    For conditions and amount, Sec page 36. 
Partial Registration. Students taking less than 10 hours per 
week will be charged as follows: $5.00 per semester hour; #2.50 
for athletic ticket (optional with women); £2.50 for Student Ac- 
tivities.   Sec exception in Conservatory (p. 79). 
Students in Granville and Shcpardson Colleges taking part of 
their work in Doanc Academy pay no extra charge for that work 
unless it makes the total number of hours exceed 18 per week. 
Doanc Academy students taking one or more studies in college 
.  will pay regular college semester bills. 
Late Registration.    Sec page 37. 
A fee is charged for a special examination: £2.00 in case of a 
final; and $1.00 for a mid-semester, I hour examination. 
Refunding Semester Bills. All registrations are for an entire 
semester and no money is refunded to a student who leaves be- 
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:li the following exceptions: A 
ge student leaving durii rtl half of tlic semester, and 
r the time of his actual enrollment 
f S; oo per week, counting from the tirst of the se- 
mestei 1   e remainder of the semester 
gei  will  be  rcfu- ■  .   Denil  man  fees being 
ted. 
REI I : Mi-.. RESPECTING Douirroun 
Men's I' •■■ :: the dormitories may 
treasurer, by paying a retaining 
fee of ?5,c" t I      If the X >om is occupied, this 
fee will be hel ! subject to the rules and rrvn: .   i rrning the 
use of the dormit  - it is forfeited. 
No I TUT time than one semester. 
If a room lie before December I of the first 
before  \; ril i; of the second, only one-third of the 
[ room rent will be refunde :     N   rent will be refunded after these 
dates. 
K    ml arc in suites comprising sitting-room and bed-room 
'exci. applied with dresser, 
bookcase and chairs, single iron bedstead, mattresses and springs. 
Bedclothing and t -tudent.    The rooms 
are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water, and are in 
close proximity to lavatorii -ame floor, where shower 
baths are provided, with hot and cold water. 
"   "        D nntl rit      R omi are provided for young women 
on the Shepardson College Campus in Burton Hall, King Hall 
and Stnnc Hall.    Until the erectioi     f other residence halls, ad- 
nal room is secured in cottages owned or leased by the col- 
:n  the immediate vicinity of the college grounds.    Rooms 
may be secured I tion fee of $$.    This fee is 
n the I      . rent if the room is occupied; otherwise it 
For ii ttion concerning admission, 
•■■  ::. 
■   which have baths 
witii   hot   .1 mattresses, 
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spring* and rugs arc provided in all rooms. All rooms and halls 
are lighted by electricity and heated by hot water. All bedding 
and toilet appliances are furnished by the students, whether in 
d rmitorics or cottages. Breakage or other damage to furniture 
ins is charged to the occupants. 
Refunding of Charges.—Ordinarily no rebate can be made in 
the room rent of women, but to students leaving on regular dis- 
missal before December 1 of the first semester, or April 15 of the 
second, a rebate is granted of £3.00 per week on board for the 
remainder of the semester. No rebate is granted after these 
dates. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
A limited amount of remunerative employment is furnished 
by the University, including stenography, typing, mimeographing 
and other office work, library and laboratory and departmental 
assistance, messenger and telephone service, hall duty, janitor 
and carpenter and farm work. A well regulated wage scale is 
administered. A total of about $25.00 per semester is usually 
possible for new students. Apply to the Student Aid Committee 
for such employment. 
Departments and Courses of 
Instruction 
The f main a statement of the courses offered 
in all the departments of instruction in the College.    The depart- 
ments appear in alphabetical order.    The odd-numbered courses 
ven in the first semester, the even-numbered in the second 
The title and  general character of each course are 
given, f Mowed by a itatei f the prerequisite subjects.    The 
Roman numerals indicate the period in the daily schedule at 
which the class meets and the hours refer to the units of credit 
for the course. For a tabular view showing the schedule of days 
and hours when each course it given, sec insert at end of Cata- 
logue. 
ASTRONOMY 
PROFESSOR  BIEFELD 
The courses are planned with reference to their cultural value 
and to their forming a sound basis for further study in the science. 
la, ! iiuiM.»kv ASTRONOMY. Four recitation! a week bated upon study 
of a text with one hour a week (needing no preparation on the part of the student) 
on Tuesday or Thursday. *• •, r.stellation study and the demonstration 
of initrumenti.    No prerequisite. VI, 4 hours. 
2a. 1 LRalSlTTARV PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY. This course introduces students 
who have had course la or its equivalent, and engineering students who wish to 
supplement their surveying course, to the use of the instruments in solving practi- 
cal astronomical problems in an elementary way. Prerequisite. II. Fee. $2.00. 
with laboratory hours to be arra:,.    . VI. 4 hours. 
CRJPTIVI ASTRONOMY. A standard text is used together with lantern 
slides and demonstration of the instruments of the observatory. Prerequisite. 
Freshman Mathematics, General Physics. 1-2 is advised. I, 4 houra. 
4 PRACTK v' ASTRONOMY. This is a laboratory course for the solving of 
astrui:  * MM with the precision that the modern instruments of the ob- 
servatory ., I   .*      Prerequisites. Astronomy 3 and Physics 3.    Fee. $2.00. 
4 hour*. 
6. Mi in 01 I I iff S'JUARES. Advised for student taking Astronomy 4. 
' 2 hours. 
4fi 
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7-8. ADVANCED OBSERVATIONAL WORK. Measurement of double start and 
petition of celestial objects differentially with position micrometer. Stellar Photo- 
metry with naked eye and wedge pholomctcr. Prerequisite. Astronomy 3. Hours 
to be arranged. 3 hours. 
9-10. INTRODUCTION TO CELESTIAL MECHANICS. A standard text is used 
taking up the fundamental principles of the subject. Application to determination 
of ephemcrides and orbits of planets and comets. Prerequisite. Astronomy 3 (may 
be taken the tame time as 9) and the Calculus, including, preferably, an introduc- 
tion to Differential Equations. IV. 3 hours. 
BIBLE 
PROFESSOR DETWEILER 
1. ANCIENT ISRAEL. The historical books of the Old Testament considered 
as sources for the study of Israel's social, religious, and literary development. 
Large use is made of the Bible text itself.    Open to all. IV. 3 hours. 
2. LIFE OF JESUS. A study of Christian beginnings in which the greater 
pan of the time is vpent on the life of Jesus.   Open to all. IV. 3 hours. 
3. TRAINING FOR RELIGIOUS WORK. Religious education and related methods 
of church work are studied both in theory and in the practice of actual service. 
Open to students above freshman rank with the consent of the instructor. 
II, 3 hours. 
4. THE SOCIAL MESSAGE or THE BIBLE. The teachings of the prophets 
and of Jesus form the material for this course. Trie idea of the Kingdom of God 
1* used throughout to give unity. Open to students above freshman rank and 
freshmen who have had Bible 1. II, 3 hours. 
BOTANY 
PROFESSOR STICKNEY 
MR.  MOORE 
The courses are designed for the systematic development of 
this branch of science and to emphasize training in observation 
and deduction. 
1-2. GENERAL BIOLOGY. Introductory to all other courses in the depart- 
ment, and designed also for students in other departments who desire a general 
acquaintance with biological laws and theories. A general consideration of living 
organisms and life processes, and a study of the origin of individuals and races 
through reproduction and evolution. The course does not follow the lines of 
elementary botany of secondary schools and is designed equally for those entering 
with or  without  such course.    Three  credits.    Fee $3.00.    Lectures and  quiz 
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Tueada; ry. two teetaona, Monday or Wodaeaday 
9:30-11   ; 
4     : general survey of the plant kingdom. 
tht highest orders.    One all-day 
field trip and each semester.    Alternates with courses 
.--'     Pi Four credit*. N •   fTered in 1922-23. 
111. 4 hours, and IV 2 hours. 
5-6.    Pi II      The study of cells,  tissues and 
I theac structure* to life processes. 
I ic of microscopic study during the first 
second.    Alternates with courses 
:4     I Pren 1-:.    Fee $4 co.    Offered in 1922-23. 
Ill, 4 hours, and IV, 2 hour*. 
- B      IUi rSMOLOGT.    An dew -. introducing the student to the 
nature and activities of ba  I the technique and methods of bacter- 
to Botany 1-2. the 
Pee $4>y>,       I-II. 3 hours. 
re important diseases of useful 
, and methods of control.   The work 
il emphasized in thesis work. 
irac  11 Two credits.    Fee $1.00. 
S   ■ ■     1 )ti VI-VII. 1 hours. 
ration ol the forest at an economic 
leafing with protection nod utiliza- 
1 rithin renca form a part of the 
wort 11     Two    credits.    Prerequisite, 
1  1    'a course in ' !       .-1   <        \   •   (Trred in 1922- 
1 ,: VI-VII. 2 hours. 
11.    GSMBKAI   BOTAI ol  the higher flowering plant*, 
based       Gl i to meet the needs of students who wish 
::.a! c<.urse in elementary botany, either as an introduc- 
tion to the * . teaching,   Alternate! with course 9.   Three 
Fee, ti.oo.   Offered in 19 VI-VII. 3 houra. 
tj     SrtTEIMT*   BoTAffl       I f the flowering plants, and the 
identification of native       J flowers in field and laboratory.   Attention given to 
mta, and the making of herbaria.    Four 
all-day field trips and aevei take the place of a part of the 
laboratory   work.     AUerOAtea   with   course   10.     Three   credits.     Fee.   $2.00. 
< >   ■     ;        1 .:. VI-VII. 3  hours. 
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14. BACTERIOLOGY OP DISEASE. A lecture course dealing with germ diseases, 
from the standpoint of personal and public hygiene. The nature of pathogenic 
bacteria and their toxins, modes of infection, disease resistance and immunity, 
and the use of protective and preventive measures. Two credits. Open to 
general election. II. 2 hours. 
17-18.    BOTANICAL SEMINAR.   The  study of special  topics with  reports  in 
class upon assigned readings.    Either or both semesters may be taken.   Ability 
■   French Of (Irrman is desirable.    Open to juniors and seniors only.    Pre- 
requisite. Botany 1-2 and an additional year's work in the department.    Two cred- 
it*.    Hours to be arranged.    Fee, $1.00. 
19-20. ADVANCED BOTANY. Special work on assigned problems leading to 
research in botany. This course may be taken only by competent students, and 
with consent of the head of the department. Two to five credits. Hours arranged 
individually. 
CHF.MISTRY 
PROFESSOR  EBAUGH 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EVERHART 
Chemistry j-2 is a fundamental course open to all students 
and is required of students who expect to specialize in engineer- 
ing, medicine, nursing, home economics and allied subjects. 
1 ( .1 NSRAL CHEMISTRY. (Non-metals). Principles and theories of chem- 
litry, thr quantitative aspect of the subject and the solution of problems in chem- 
ical arithmetic. It is recommended that a student complete a course in elementary 
chemistry or physics as a preparation for Chemistry I. Fee, S3.00 per hour of 
laboratory credit, and breakage deposit, J4.00. Section A; recitation or lecture 
. and Wednesday, II period, laboratory Tuesday and Thursday. I and II 
period. Section B: recitation or lecture Tuesday and Thursday. VII. laboratory 
Monday and Wednesday, VI and VII. Section C: recitation or lecture Tuesday 
and Thursday. IV. laboratory Wednesday and Friday. Ill and IV. 4 hours. 
X, GlNIKAL CHEMISTRY. (Metals and Qualitative Analysis.) A continua- 
tion of Chemistry 1. The close connection between chemistry and industry is 
emphasized. Common blowpipe tests, reactions of metallic and non-metallic 
ions, and the analysis of mixtures of increasing difficulty. Prerequisite. Chemis- 
try 1. Fee, ^3.00 per hour of laboratory credit, and breakage deposit. $4.00. 
four or five credits.    Sections and hours as in Chemistry 1. 
5-6. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Simple salts, alloys, minerals, ores, etc.. 
are analyzed. Acidimciry, akalimctry. volumetric methods of various kinds, 
and the application of electrolysis receive attention. Constant drills in chemical 
calculations and underlying theories.    Prerequisites,   Chemistry   %   (as outlined 
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i .ver hour of labora lit, tod breakage deposit, $4.00 
per    cour*r.     R      •; .    V .        IV, '        .    Monday    and    Wednesday, 
VI and VII 3 hours. 
urboa compounds is accompanied 
by the preparation . ink substances, determination of physical con- 
stants and chfl ictict in the use of tests employed in special 
brands) Prerequisite.   Chemistry   2.    Fee,   $5.00  per   hour   of 
Uborai ■. I4  1   peri   ;rse.   Lecture or recitation 
Monday : a:id II. 3 hours. 
11-1:     CinuCAl   PKBPAIUI M  ••.-ds   of   preparation   employed   in 
::iiors and seniors who have com- 
pleted •-•■ . credit and hours to be arranged. 
iv14 ecUl methods of analysis in 
I ore analysis,  (b)  water analysis, (c) (rat 
(I) technical analysis 
, Chemistry 6, .<■ I I 1 (d) Chemistry 10. 
1 
1:1 ■ncuTtT    Modern theories  of  solution, 
.-..! the .application of the 
.   of organic   and   inorganic 
1       P   .-ics 4  and Calculus.    Fee, 
r. J4.00 per course.    Ilnurs 
v 01  Caiui , Chemistry io-   Hours to be 
■ 
D chemistry are offered 
6 and 10, and Physics 4.    Fees. 
CIVIL ENGINE1 RING 
I   T.   ».   JOHNSON 
1 rrment arc designed to cover 
ivil engineering courses as 
is, emphasizing the need of a 
fundamentals  of science  and   mathe- 
id cultural training along with the technical training. 
V   and   advanced   drawing.    Prere- 
Fee,  Si.    Student,  may   regiitcr  for   two, 
I II, 3 houri; \'I and VII. 2 hour,. 
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2. MECHANICAL DRAWING. A repetition and continuation of course 1. 
Second semester.    Hours, fees, and credits as for course 1. 
j. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. Problems in the point, line, and plane, warped 
developed surfaces, intersections and patterns. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 
1 or 2.    Fee. $1.00. Ill, 4 hours. 
4. PLANE SURVEYINC. Field and class-room work. Prerequisite, Civil 
Engineering 1 and Mathematics I or lb. Fee. $1. During twelve weeks of the 
semester field work requires six hours per week with one hour of recitation. 
VI, 4 hours. 
5. RAILROAD SURVEYING AND EARTH-WORK. Reconnaissance, preliminary 
location, and cross-section surveys.    Maps and profiles arc plotted, earth-work 
lUttOM made and problems in transition curves and turnouts are assigned. 
Prerequisite, course 4. Fee. $2. (Periods for field work will be at 9 a. m.. unless 
otherwise arranged.) I. 4 hours. 
6. RAILROAD ENGINEERING AND ECONOMICS. Study of the economic theory 
of railroad location, locomotive operation, train control, locomotive rating, with 
additional problems of railroad location and construction.    Prerequisite, course 5. 
[, 4 hours. 
7. APPLIES   MECHANICS.   The   principles  of   mechanics   with   reference   to 
their application to engineering.    Prerequisite. Mathematics jb^b. and Physics I.   ! 
Physics 3 should precede or accompany the course. IV. 4 hours. 
8. APPLIED   MECHANICS.    Strength  of   materials,  and   their   action   under   , 
bending, torsion, and shear, with studies in beams, columns, slabs and hooks, and 
analysis of stress in simple structure.    Prerequisite, course 7. IV, 4 hours. 
9. ANALYSIS OK STRUCTURES. Determination of working stress in roof and 
bridge trusses, arches, dams and other structures, by analytical and graphical 
methods.    Prerequisite, course 8.    Fee, $1. 
VI, 4 hours with two drawing periods to be arranged. 
10. STRUCTURAL DESIGN. A continuation of course 9. The design of roof 
and bridge girders and trusses, arches and other structures, with preparation .•( 
drawings fur the same.    Prerequisite, course 8 and 9.    Fee, Jti. 
II.  2 hours with  two periods to be assigned. 4 hours. 
12. MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION.    Study of cement, wood, steel, iron, and 
ete.    All the routine tests of cement will be made in the laboratory.    Fcr. $z. 
III. 4 hours. 
13. HIGHWAY ENGINEERING. Methods of surveying, construction, repair 
and maintenance of roads  and streets.    Prerequisite, courses  1   and 4. 
II. 2 hours. 
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15.    PURLM   WATII S                                        purification and distribution of 
water                       ■   .» ■                                                     .*:neering 4.        VI, 3 hour* 
i' DnrOMk    Continuation of course 15. 
Colic: .:. of sewer* and^disposal plants. 
Prcrcqunitr. course 1; VaX 3 hours. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND RHETORIC 
PROCESSOR MC CUTCHEON 
IATI    PlV II I MOR MACNEILL 
USISTANT PROFESSOR  D1CKERMAN 
ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR  sill'MAKER 
tSSUTANI    I'Kdi ISSIIR CRAWFORD 
MR.   AMU RSOH 
'  work is in this department will elect, 
in addition to the regular requirements for all decrees, a minimum 
•   I nglish and Public Speaking. 
\ I be included English 5, either English 
9 or 1.;, and 1 tl ei I nglilh II or 17. 
The Folio* ir*cs are given: 
1 I     Pai   IMAM  ENGLISH     Recitation*, inane*, conferences, and the study 
ill decrees. 
periods   I.  II.  III.  VI.  and  VII.  3   hours. 
reparation for this course will 
.   make up their deficiencies.    No 
-k in such tr ■ 
.  i    i   ■   u    i   I : ■ . . \: ■- i DM1   ry  rjj  Knglish  literature. 
-II  degrees.    Prerequisite, 
i  : it period    II.   III. IV. and  VII.  3 hours. 
P .  Ei       h 1-4, 
I. 3 hours. Mr. McCuicheon. 
I    rjifl) 1-4. I. 3  hours. 
7.    MILTON     Extensive readini     M .-fie and prose, and in the history 
Prerequisite, English 1-4. 
III.   3   hours.  Miss  MacNeill. 
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8. STUDIM   IN   ElOHTHMTal  CENTURY   ROMANTICISM.   Some attention  will 
irea to the French and German literature of the period, as well as to English. 
Prerequ lite, English 1-4. IV, 3 hours. Mr. McCutcheon. 
) \ STUDY or PROSE FICTION. Selected readings, and lectures. Prerequi- 
site. English 1-4. IV, 2 hours, Mr. McCutcheon. 
10a. TECHNIQUE or THE SHORT STORY. Critical analysis of the best modern 
writers, and original work.    Prerequisite, Knglish 1-2. IV. 2 hours. 
11. ANI;I.O-SAXON. Bright's Anglo-Saxon Rentier, with special study of the 
phonology of the language in its historical relations to German and English. Pre- 
requisite. Knglish 1-4.    (Offered 1923-24.) IV. 3 hours. 
12. Tin. ENOUM CRITICAL ESSAY. An extensive reading course in the 
critical essay, with reference to the history of the form, the periodical essay, and 
II  tendencies in criticism.    Prerequisite. English  1-4.  (Offered 1923-24) 
IV, 3 hours. 
13. THE DEVELOPMENT or THE ENGLISH DRAMA, from the dramatic tropes 
to Shakespeare.    Prerequisite. English  1-4. Ill,  2 hours. 
14- THE LATER ENGLISH DRAMA, from Goldsmith to the present time. 
Prerequisite, English 1-4, and 13 or 5. Ill, 2 hours. 
15a. THE TEACHING or ENGLISH. A course for those who expect to teach 
English in high schools.   Designed especially for juniors and seniors. 
VII, 2 hours, Mr. Shumaker. 
17- MIDDLE ENGLISH. Special attention to Chaucer and the development of 
the language.    Prerequisite, English 1-4. IV, 3 hours. 
18. ADVANCED THEME WRITING. Expository writing and criticism of original 
work.   Prerequisite. English 1-4. II. 2 hours. 
20. BROWNING. An intensive study of the shorter poems, together with the 
reading of selected longer poems. The poet's relation to his age and his contribu- 
tion to the thought and spirit of his time will be given special attention. Open 
lo juniors and seniors. III. 3 hours.    Miss MacNcill. 
21-22. NEWS WRITING. The course will cover the writing of news articles, 
the methods of obtaining news, and the journalistic principles of selection. Prac- 
tice in typewriting will be given. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 
Engtiih 1-2. VI. 3 hours.   Mr. Dickcrman. 
23-24. EDITING. Primarily copy desk work, leading up to the work of assis- 
tant city editor, telegraph editor, and feature editor. Practical exercises in editor- 
ial writing and dramatic criticism.    Prerequisite, English 21-22. 
Ill, 2 hours.    Mr. Dickcrman. 
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• .an.! marketing of special 
1
 h   Dkkerman. 
GEOLOGY 
I'Ki'i | SSI iK   M Mill R 
Count who   can   take but one 
seme-' Students I igy should take 
at least i yt emistry ind Physics. 
1. I itturcf of the earth, their 
stream*, glaciers, atmos- 
i Satur- 
day. 111. 4 hours. 
2. Hin IIICAI GEOLOGY. An I itliac if the history of the earth and its io- 
habiUOl . si referer.ee to the continr:.- \ . America. Recitation 
and laborst'' isiooal field I .:Jay.     Prerequisite, Geo- 
.i. III. 4 hours. 
$.    MIMEKAI     I   M     Pen   LOOT.    The common minerals and rocks;  their 
■dent.* [the field classification of igneous rocks; 
. and the sedin Prerequisite, Geology t and i. and a 
1 llternttC years.    IV. and two additional 
■ . |i  •       Omitted in 10,22-1923.)    3 hours. 
4. GBOORAPRIC I lures, supplemented by library assign- 
ments the influence of I c and climatic environment upon 
human arfair*.    Fee, ,<i   • I. 2 hours. 
5. NORTH AMERICA.     LectUi .-l^ns and assigned readings concerning 
ontinent, their influence upon the 
ill inhabitants.    Prerequisite. (icoloL-y I and 2.     Fee. 
$1.00. .    1 1922-193 IV, 3 hours. 
I      low     Gssoi     r.   Ore   deposits;   their   genesis,   geologic   relations, 
:;icta!Iifcrous deposits, coal, petroleum, natural 
1. 2, and 3.    Offered in alternate 
i   B, ,* 1 (Omitted in 1921-192 IV. 3 hours. 
7.    INVBRTEBRAI The origin of life upon  the earth; 
Fee, .*!■•-.    Prerequisite. Geology 1-2. 
1 :. I, 3 hours. 
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8. VERTEBRATE LIFE DEVELOPMENT. The origin and evolution of the 
vertebrate*; historical geology studied on the life side. Fee. Jti.oo. Prerequisite. 
Geology 7. I. 3 hours. 
■. ;IIROPOLOGY. Primitive man and his environment. The "Stone 
A^e" in Europe and Asia. Pre-Columbian civilization in America. (Not open to 
freshmen.)    Fee. jSl.OO. I, 2 hours. 
10. PETROLEUM GEOLOGY. This course is intended to serve as an introduc- 
tion to the technique of the petroleum geologist as developed in plane-table map- 
I'in.' and reconnaissance surveys. It will also include a review of the oil and gas 
fields of North America. Prerequisite: Geology 1-2, and Civil Engineering 4. 
Second semester in alternate years.    Fee, $1.00.    (OfTcrcd in 1922-1923.) 
IV, 3 hours. 
11-12.   GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION. 
13-14.   GEOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION. 
15-16.   PALEONTOLOGIC INVESTIGATION. 
Open to seniors. Students should not register for these courses without con- 
sultation with the professor in charge. Fee, Jti.oo per hour of credit sought. 
Hours to be arranged. 2-5   hours. 
GREEK 
PROFESSOR TANNER 
MISS    AKERS 
FOR STUDENTS WHO IX) NOT STUDY THE LANGUAGE 
A.   THE ORIGIN OF THE GREEK CIVILIZATION.    Brief study of the achieve- 
ments of men before the appearance of the Greeks, with especial attention to the 
i incnt of the Cretan and Aegean civilizations.   Open to all students, first 
semester.    (Offered in 1922-1923.) III. 3 hours. 
H. GREEK CIVILI7ATION OF THE FIFTH CENTURY. A topical study of the 
different elements of Greek civilization during its best period; lectures, readings 
and reports.   Open to all students, second semester.    (Offered in 1922-1923.) 
III. 3 hours. 
C THE GREEK DRAMA. Reading and study of the best translations of rep- 
resentative dramas of the Ancient Greeks. Open to all students, first semester. 
(Offered 1923-24.) III. 3 hours. 
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I)     TBI Gft.111 TBI D tot   "f   the   theater  and   scenic  anti- 
quities; collateral reading in KansUl d SOUS; critical study of one 
.       n.    Open BO all students, second 
III. 3 hours. 
FOR S OF THE LANGUAGE 
L TIIF GftUI 1 ti « M The Laboratory method is used for the ele- 
mentary portion of the iiuu The courses comprise the elements 
vi Greek Grammar, lected portion* ol Xenophon's Anabasis, 
Mtion exercjsa ght. Students may begin these courses 
in either semestrr. I for 8 laboratory hours per 
week. 5 of 1 Other 3 »ill be arranged 
with the initnj N                           gistcr for less than 6 
n   frnm  the  Head of  the 
Department.    A  maximum 1"  semester hours may be earned  in the 
IftboM    rj 
). EAST P K '   Cyropaedia or the early orators. 
Th'% course is intended to develop the student'* powci to read rapidly.    Prere- 
•t leMl I in the Greek Laborat >:y. VI. 4 hours. 
4. HoaflVft ILIAD \ I litJect and meter, lectures on the develop- 
ment of epic poetry, and life in the time of HomCf. Prerequisite, at least 10 
icmritc \ I. 4 hours. 
Morri—The renu le a  3-year  cycle  in  secular literature 
and a 1-year cycle in the Grrek Sew Testament.    Curses 3-4 arc prerequisite 
arses. 
5. GREEK TRAGEDY. Sophocles' dntiprn*; Kuripides* Iphigenxa among the 
Taurian'; collateral reading in I.ucian; structure of the Greek tragedy; lectures 
on the origin and development Hours to be arranged. (Offered 
1924-3] 3   hours. 
6 T*l ' ivi 1 K TBI %TI L !>■ •>>■' ■; men! of the theater and scenic antiquities 
studi-- I j ■■ and fnm the ancient sources; collateral read- 
in  the drama; lectures,  conferences and  reports.    Hours  to be arranged. 
1 j. , . 3   hours. 
7 - NEW Tl rAWEMT. Rapid reading in the Synoptic Gospels and the 
Epistl* the portions read. (Offered 
1           1 III. 2 hours. 
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9-10. NEW TESTAMENT. Selections from the Gospel of John, the Acts. Epis- 
tle*, and Revelation; philology and interpretation.    (Offered 1922-23.) 
Ill, 2 hours. 
u. PHILOSOPHY. Plato's Apology and Crito. Xenophon's Memorabilia, 
collateral reading in other dialogues of Plato, lectures on development of Greek 
philosophy.    Hours to be arranged.    (Offered in  1923-1924.) 3 hours. 
IS. HISTORY. Herodotus and Thucydides; Selections and collateral reading 
in Plutarch's Pericles; brief resumes of the principal events in Greek history; crit- 
ical study of the age of Pericles.    Hours to be arranged.    (Offered in 1923-1924.) 
3 hours. 
13. ORATORY. Selections and collateral readings from the Attic orators. 
Study of the development of Greek oratory. Hours to be arranged. (Offered 
in   1922-1923.) 3   hours. 
14. HOMER. Selections and collateral readings from the Odyssey. Study of 
life in the age of Homer. Lectures on the Homeric question. Hours to be ar- 
ranged.    (Offered   in   1922-1923.) 3   hours. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PROFESSOR DETWEILER 
MR. PERKINS 
MR. HILL 
HISTORY 
i-J. HISTORY OP EUROPE. Introductory course: from the fall of Rome to the 
nineteenth century.    Open to freshmen. IV and VI, 3 hours. 
3-4. HISTORY OP THE UNITED STATES. Open to students who have had a 
high-school course in American history or its equivalent. Ill, 3 hours. 
6. HISTORY OP ENGLAND.    General course, from the Saxon period to the pres- 
ent time, of especial value to students of law and  English literature.    Not open 
men. II, 3 hours. 
7l»-Hb. RECENT HISTORY OP EUROPE. From 1789 to the present time. Pre- 
requisite History 1 and 2. I. 3 hours. 
10a. THE FAR EAST. Siberia. Australasia. India. China and Japan, with 
emphasis on the last two countries. The aim is to furnish historical background 
for interpretation of present-day developments on the Pacific. Not open to 
freshmen. VII, 3 hours. 
j8 Ml NI* 'N    I   M\ I HSITY 
it. THI   Ea mi   RSTOMUTIOM.   A brief 
'.: of the sixteenth century, 
the formation • and the history of  missions in 
modern  i ••:■       Not ■   /-»        V II.   J  hours. 
15-16. M '  '1  bf  determined  by  the 
special      ' OpCB only to advanced 
earch work.   The course will 
l those WOO apply.     EtOQfl 
Credit) ; : 
I7a*l8l    I'm   KH From the dawn of civilization to the period 
of Justinian.    Not open 1 It, 3 Pi   fessor Dean. 
• .. which will be found 
lilted elsewhere: 
Sod ■■ iaititutions).   Greek 
■ B    «ire k Civi 111   n 
■ a. '-rtain outstanding and distressing facts 
0| I :i to all above 
freshman rank. ectioM, III and VI, 3 hours. 
la. PWth of the principal 
social institul tai   rank. Ill and VI. 3 hours. 
3. I . p Bltu locial psychology based 
on actual social situation*. Pren v ;.' and Philoso- 
phy I. IV, 3 hours. 
4, Majoa. Socia This work is an advance upon Sociology lain 
that pi re fui mental are attacked and more intensive work is done. 
Considerable time is given to race problems in the L'tutcd States. Prerequisite, 
Sociology ia and ;a. IV, 3 hours 
I ( ONOMICS 
EoOKOH -i is ►riven to the basic 
I the Wei 1 to  freshmen. 
I■     ectioni III and VI. 3 hours. 
P M01 Monetary and I inking systems 
1 2 Virrnatcs 
I, ) !i(iurs. 
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4.  LABORO HDmom AND PROBLEMS.    The industrial rcvoluiion, thedevclop- 
knd labor classes, the legal, economic and social problems in- 
.1 solutions such as trade-unions, socialism, legislation.    Prc- 
-   1-:.    (Alternates with 6; not given in 1922-23). I, 3 hours. 
:. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. An analysis of the problems of the business 
man. including a study of factors without and within the plant involved in the 
production and sale of goods.    Prerequisite, course 1-2. I. 3 hours 
6. PRINCIPLE! or ACCOVMTIMO.    The plan of this course will be to give the 
■ student instruction in advanced accounting theory and practice.    Pre- 
. course 1-2. I, 3 hours. 
7-<t. SlUINAl.   Open  to advanced  students whose aims and  abilities may 
justify the giving of the course.    Prerequisite, twelve hours in economics and 
political science beside the consent of the head of the department.    May be  | 
combined with Political Science 7-8 (Seminar).    Hours to be arranged.        2 hours. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
t. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. A study of the forms and functions of govern- 
ment in the United States on a more advanced and intensive plan than is 
possible in  high-school civics.    Open to all. IV and VII, 3  hours. 
4.. COMPAHATIVR GOVERNMENT. Typical foreign states, principally those of 
I ll l e. .ire studied so as to bring out the general principles of government in 
modern times. IV. 3 hours. 
6.  INTERNATIONAL  LAW.    Prerequisite, course 1.    Not open  to freshmen. 
VII, 3  hours. 
7-8. SEMINAR.    See Economics 7-8, which may be combined with this. 
2 hours. 
LATIN 
PROFESSOR  DEAN 
ASSOCIATE   PROFESSOR   JOHNSON 
Students taking Latin with a view to the degree of Bachelor of 
Art?, or taking a Latin sequence for either of the other bachelor's 
degrees, will take courses I to 4 in order, and such advanced 
courses as may be desired thereafter. 
All courses in the department arc open as electives to any 
student who, in the judgment of the instructor, has had sufficient 
60 DBNU< \   I M\ t RSITY 
Latin to pursue the work with profit Of the language courses, 
1-2 must precede any of the more aJvanccJ work. Courses 
11-12, on Roman Life, are open to all college students. 
A. Selcci H ■     J'I Mftamorpkoitj. 
Intern . *i#fttt translation.    Open 
itudenu who have had *-j yean   ' Latin. 
First semester. I. 4 hours. 
B   Vincil     Selections from the fini the dtntid; supplementary 
**   r   yean   t MO odary Latin. 
I semester. 1. 4 houn 
1    Livv     Book* XXI. XXII; d I syntax; practise in sight reading. 
:   H iftACB.   Oda and Epodei.    N R  man Poetry. 
I and III, 4 houn. 
5-  L - nee, three or more plays.    Notes on the 
IV, 4 houn. 
4. RHETORIC am LITERARY CRITICISM or THE ROMANS. This count ii 
baied on Bookl X and XII w >rk on Oratory, with tome 
collateral work in the 1 1 vritmgi : i era (be Epistle* of Horace, and 
*
ne
 D>i i I Grerk and Roman ideas to present day 
problems of Rhetoric and Criticism 11 emphasized. IV, 4 hours. 
5. THE ROMAN EnoiAM AND ELSOT. Selections from Martial and the Ele- 
giac poets.    Alternates with course 7 and . :i 1912-1923       II. 3 houn. 
6. TACITUS. ANNALS, OX LETTERS OF CICERO AND PLINY. Emphasis is 
placed on social and s and problems suggested by the text. 
Alternates with course 8, and is not offered in 1922-19:1. II, 3 hours. 
7-8. VIRGIL. A study of the poems of Virgil and their place in the history 
of literature from points of view which cannot be emphasized in the preparatory 
school. The two semesters are not open to election separately. Especially 
advised for students who expect to become teachers of Latin in secondary schools. 
! seniors who have had not less than three semesters' work- 
in this department. These courses alternate with 5-6 and are offered in 1922- 
I '- II. 3 hours. 
LATIN WarnifO,    A course in composition, open to students who have 
. and especially advised for those who are preparing to teach 
L»tin. II, j hours. 
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I 1-12. ROHAN LIFE. An outline of the more important phases of Roman 
character and achievement. The text book will be supplemented by notes and 
assigned reading, with photographs and lantern illustration* for certain portion* 
of the work. VI, 2 hour*. 
MATHEMATICS 
PROFESSOR WILEY 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PECKHAM 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR   SHEETS 
MR. LEMON 
Freshmen must register for course I or lb. Those found 
unable to carry the regular college work in mathematics will be 
transferred to special sections in which they can make up their 
deficiencies. The credit earned in such sections will depend upon 
the amount of review work required. Those who have had 
trigonometry in high school must register for freshman mathe- 
matics at Period IV. 
Courses I, 2, 3, 4, 5 form a sequence as do courses lb, 2b, 3b, 
4b. The second sequence is advised by the heads of the depart- 
ments of Astronomy, Engineering, Mathematics, and Physics 
for students who anticipate doing their major work in any of these 
departments, and should be elected by students who have had 
trigonometry in high school or were otherwise strong in high 
school mathematics. 
1. PLANE TRICOMOMETRY. I. III. IV. VII.   3 hour». 
2. COLLEGE ALGEBRA.    Prerequisite, course 1. 
I. III. IV. VII.    3 hours. 
lb-2b. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. COLLECE ALGEBRA. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. 
Twelve weeks of each.    This course covers the ground of courses I. 2 and  3. 
IV. 5 hours. 
2d. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY six weeks, COLLEGE ALGEBRA twelve weeks. 
Students register for this course only upon advice of the Mathematics Depart- 
ment. I. III. IV. VII. 3 hours. 
f.: Di NI80M   UNIVBRSI I \ 
PULMI    U: weeks, COLLMI   AIOUKA six  ■«ti, 
upon advice of the Mathematics Department. 
I. 5  hours. 
ANALYTIC   Gl  'M-:«Y     TTui   course   i>   a   continuation   of  courses   1*2. 
Sophomore yea- :• in freshman mathematics. 
II, 4 hours. 
4.    1 * An  elementary  course  designed  to follow 
Prerequisite* course j or ab. 
II. 4 hours. 
;      I     1   • course 4.    Prerequisite, course 
4 III, 4 hours. 
U      C*J   ULUI       Elteodod    Course). 
to follow course 1 irse sbor ). I. S hours 
6.    C .   -sion.  collinearity 
course it designed 
■ •   ■ try, and those who wish to 
Undents.     Alternates with course 
1 1 .:; 1 ,: 111. 4 hours. 
10. Dtrodnctioa to the Alfe- 
the fundamental principles of life insur- 
rse l       -   :.     Alternates with   course <>.  and is offered 
1   . III. 3 hours. 
1; •   rstT.    An   introductivc   course.    Prere- 
1- si ! 1- offered in 1922-23. 
11, 4 hours. 
1-    ' e will  vary somewhat 
■.it.    Alternates with course 
i..:_! 4 II. 4 hours. 
19. tune,    Prerequisite course 
II. 4 hours. 
treatment of the fundamental principles 
oft!;' .  and mathematical physics. 
Prei 0 years and is offered in 1922-23. 
II. 4 hours. 
'■ .'•■ Physics 7-8. Astronomy 6, 9-10 and 
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MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
PROFESSOR COLONEL CHARLES B. CLARK 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CAPTAIN EVERETT E. BROWN 
Tlu* department offers a Basic and an Advanced Course each 
being of two years duration. A commission as Second Lieu- 
tenant of Infantry in the Officers' Reserve Corps with assignment 
to a Reserve Corps organization where desired is tendered to each 
Btudenl who successfully completes the Advanced Course. 
1-4. BASIC COURSE.   A two-year progressive course, the first year of which is 
1 d to include the essentials of the training of the infantry soldier, including 
Infantry Drill Regulations. Rifle Marksmanship. Scouting and Patrolling. Physi- 
1 .1 Training, Military Courtesy, and Signalling.   The work of the second year 
.Jed (<> teach the duties of the infantry non-commissioned officers and all 
ire given the opportunity to act as such in the training of new students. 
ectt of this year are Map Reading and Military Sketching. Bayonet 
■. Use of the Automatic Rifle. Hand and Rifle Grenade*. Musketry. Mili- 
H ition. and First Aid to the Injured, and Command and Leader 
I'.■.'   courte is open to all physically fit male students but should be com- 
menced at the beginning of the freshman year by all who desire to complete the 
md receive the Reserve Commission which is tendered to those only 
;■ irsue tiit course for the full four years.    A student who enrolls in this course 
is required to complete the two-years' work as a prerequisite for graduation, unless 
d by the college authorities upon recommendation of the Professor of Mili- 
t iry Science and Tactics.    2 hours credit each semester. 3 hours per week. 
Monday VI or VII. Wednesday VI-VII. 2 hours,  j 
A SIMMER CAMP of six weeks duration commencing about June 17th. con- 
! annually by the War Department, is open to all students of this depart- 
ment  who have one year of college military training.    Attendance Is optional. 
5-8. ADVANCED COURSE. Practical application of the subjects of course 1-4. 
Students continue to serve as non-commissioned officers and later as officers in 
the instruction and training of students in the Basic Course. The work of the 
1 hird year includes Military Field Engineering, Use of the Machine (Jun. the One- 
rounder Cannon, and the Light Trench Mortar, Military Law and the Rules of 
l.jnd Warfare, and Command and Leadership. During the fourth year are taught 
Military Administration, Military History and Policy of theUnitedStates,Tactics. 
( 'triimand and Leadership, and Pistol Marksmanship. This course is open to 
those who have successfully completed courses 1-4 and who have showed such fit- 
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i' Rt of the University and ac- 
Department     v' permitted 1   enroll in this course 
. rars. if they remain in col- 
c summer car:.-       I       .   * ?ract places no obstacle in the way 
of the to another college.    Camp 
attendance ii normally in the summrr between the junior and senior years, bul 
for satUfs r may be taken after grad- 
Uttion.     4 b I   h semester. ; veek. 
I I    M a . I -' i.. Wed., 1 . I     .III    - IV. 4 hours. 
7-'    ii  iin to be arrai 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
PROFESSOR    W.    A.    CIIAUBERUM 
IS* CIATI   I'H. >i 1 SSOR ODEBRBCHT 
MR.   NUN I M \KIK 
MISS   K<  IEIIOHD 
MRS.    BKIMNI K 
Two years' work in Modern Languages, in addition to what- 
ever work may I .ken in secondary school, is required 
as a prerequisite for gradu;.' 
Gl RMAN 
1-; .-.immar; oral and written repro- 
duction of German a includ ng lome favorite lyrica. 
IV.  4 hours. 
3. NaUATlOM. '■ review of grammar, with daily 
practice In the 01 .    m.     Prerequisite. 1-2. or 
I, 4 hour*. 
4. NARIATIVI AND DRAMATIC LlTBRAI fat. includinp one of Schiller's Dramas. 
Prerequisite) 1-3 I. 4 hours. 
II-IS.    Sell 1 1 •       students   who   wish   to   acquire 
ability 1    rman.   General srarks of science arc 6rst 
teraturc and special articles. 
1 .Vance credit. II, 4 hours.    Prof. Bicfeld. 
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FRENCH 
i-;.    BECINXKRS' COURSE, comprising the essentials of grammar; pronuncia- 
'inposiiion. translation; practice in speaking French. 
II. III. VI. 4 hours. 
3. NARKATIVK: Review of grammar; irregular verbs, composition and dicta- 
tion, daily use of French.    Reading   selected from such works  as:  F.rckmann 
l.r   Consent   de   1813, Daudct's Selected Stories,  Maupassant's Short 
St ritSt Dumas' La Tulipe Noire.    Prerequisite, courses 1-2. or 2 years French in 
lary school. II. IV. VII. 4 hours. 
4. MUUERN   PROSI:  AND  DRAMA:    Continuation of course   3.    Reading 
■ i works of literature, such as:  Bazin's Les Oberle, France's Le Livre de m< 'i 
init, Buffum'l French Short Stories, Paillcron's Le Monde ou Von s'ennuie.    Pre.- 
. courses 1-3. II.  IV. VII, 4 hours. 
5. NmmBHTB CENTURY LITERATURE.    Course conducted largely in French. 
more difficult modern texts; special study of idioms; themes 
rritten exercises.      Reading of masterpieces of French literature, such as: 
Eutfnie Gntodet, Hllgo'fl Lei Miserable*. Is-xVsPechcurd'Islandc. France's 
L- Crime de Sybe (re Bonnard.    Prerequisite. Courses 1-4 I. 3 hours. 
6. THE CLASSICAL DRAMA.   Careful study in class of several plays of Cor- 
■fld Racine; versification and dramatic technique; written reports.    Prere- 
quisite, courses 1-5. I, 3 hours. 
7. M01.iF.Rt. A study of the life and works of Molicrc in their relation to 
French society of the 17th century. Reading of plays in class; written reports 
on outside reading.    Prerequisite, courses 1-6. III. 3 hours. 
8. SURVEY or FRENCH LITERATURE. Brief review of French literature from 
Middle Ages to the present. Dowdcn'i HUtory <>f French Literature. Readings 
from Salisbury's Specimens of French Literature or Vrceland and Michaud's 
Anthology of French Prose and Poetry. Supplementary readings and reports. 
Prerequisite*! course 1-6. III. 3 hours. 
ITALIAN 
PROFESSOR ODKBRECHT 
1      IJ.EMENTARY COURSE; Grammar;  pronunciation  and   reading.     Written 
exercises.   Grandgent's Italian Grammar.    Amicis' Cuare, or Wilkins and Altroc- 
chi's Italian Short Stories.    Prerequisite, French 1-2 or Spanish i-a.     IV. 4 hours. 
2. CONTINUATION OF COURSE I. Manzoni's / Promessi Sposi; Goldoni's La 
hxandiera, 11 Veto Amieo. IV. 4 hours. 
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SPANISH 
MlM     K"5tM      MS 
'--     I{>   r I    11  1*1 iod  P< rd*l First  Spanish Course;   reading. 
COOWfMI runir. I, IV, VI. 4 hour*. 
S«ORT S -al and written use of the 
luch text* a- M   I'rnfto.     ClAldot' 
*'   ' l-a III. 4 hours. 
4- Mo UM N •' km DRAMA: \ - ■ ■•! and collateral reading of iuch 
works u MAI \ /. S . Ptt IA'I /Vir« SanM/i. Valdea* 
/                                                                 iU.te.I-J, III, 4 hour*. 
5*    I' SPAMIU   LiTRRATURR:   Padre   hla's  Cxi   Bias,   Fitz- 
/'.:--'   Spanishtheme*.    Prerequisite. 1-4. 
II.   3   hours. 
DRAMA MID LYRIC   Porrev, selected from the I Jlovingor similar works: 
lxipe de Vet*'« LI ■.!/." \wro Mundo.  Tirso de Molina's 
D ' ' / .    I'.'tin Oytn. Calderon's  La Vida ei 
''-'"    ■'• ' i'l BISidtUi ninas; ballads and lyrics. 
Spanish themes.    Prerequisites counei 1-5. II. 3 hours. 
MUSIC 
PROFESSOR F.SCIIMAN 
HIM   BRYANT 
Courses in this department arc open to all students of the 
University, without prerequisites. For students taking a princi- 
pal sequence in Music, it is recommended that courses 1-2 
and 3-4 be taken in the fresho in, ;-- in the sophomore, 0-10 in 
the junior, and 13-14 in t r year.    Courses 5, 6, II, and 12 
may be taken in any year. 
'• 11   M . 11 .ry ttudenu.    Student! 
it eitra charge.   VII. 2 houri. 
2-   f Fee, M for (      tnntocy itudenu.     Stu- 
dents paying j ,rv, vitboot enri charge. 
VII. 2 boon. 
-.-4     ELSUEKTARV   HA«M 1    .   •-   acb   Ktnaur   to   Conservatory 
itudrnti.    Students rmy rl.u  iheie counei without 
extra charge. IV. 1 houri. 
5- '■ .1111 1 vni C'i.NTi«v.    l-'ee.iu.    VI. 3 houri. 
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6. HISTORY or Music, FROM THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY TO THE PRESENT 
TIME.    A continuation of course 5, but may be elected separately.    Fee, £12. 
VI, 3 hours. 
7-8.    ADVANCED HARMONY.    Fee, $12 each scmeiter. IV, 3 hours. 
9-10.    COUNTERPOINT.    Fee, $12 each semester. Ill, 3 hours. 
11-12.    MUSICAL FORM.    Fee. $8 each semester. Ill, 2 hours. 
13-14.    STRICT COMPOSITION.    Fee, $8 each semester. VI, 2 hours. 
15-16.    FREE COMPOSITION.    Fee, $8 each semester. I, 2 hours. 
21-22. Choral or ensemble training, hours to be arranged.    3 hours of choral 
or ensemble training arc required for I hour of college credit.   This course may 
be repeated in successive years, but not more than 4 hours may be applied towards 
any college degree. 
PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATION 
PROFESSOR   LEWIS 
PROFESSOR   SPENCER 
PHILOSOPHY 
1.    BEGINNING PSYCHOLOGY.    An introductory study of the different func- 
tions of the mind and of the laws that control its activity, based on the results of 
introspective and experimental investigation.    Open to juniors and seniors, with 
exceptions in the case of students doing major work in Education. 
II. III. 3  hours. 
(As far as possible all students not ranking as high as junior should enroll in 
the 8:30 section.) 
2a. ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGY. Mental processes will be studied in considerable 
detail and some attention given to recent extension of psychology in a practical 
way.    Parallel reading including current literature.    Prerequisite. Philosophy I. 
III. 3 hours. 
3. ELEMENTARY PHILOSOPHY. The aim is to introduce the student to the 
chief problems of philosophy, to train him in accurate thinking and to enable 
him to come to intelligent conclusions for himself.    Open to juniors and seniors. 
Ill, 2 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
4. HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY. The most important systems of philosophy 
developed in ancient, mediaeval, and modern times. Special emphasis will be 
placed on Greek and modern philosophy, including present tendencies. Open 
to seniors, others with permission of instructor. III. 2 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
6. LOGIC DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE. The subject is treated not merely 
as a system of mental gymnastics but as a method of practical training for philo- 
sophical, scientific and judicial investigation. Open to sophomores, juniors and 
seniors. VII, 3 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
' - Pi NISON UNIVBMITT 
'   lbs  subject  matter  and  form  of 
* "■:it|.in*, the discovery 
. and refutation.    Brief-making, plead- 
im.    Open to sophomores, junior!, 
and icniori. VII. 3 houra.    Mr. Spencer. 
-      \> trrun       Si ideotl taking  part  in   the inter-collegiate 
i.nder the inilruction of the Pro- 
fessor   f Logic, mminwi ran Tatar mllsglaisi 
i«tic credit it given. 
1   :     ;  hours,    Nfr.  Spencer. 
*'.c world from the standpoint 
ical theories; the character 
Christ; I iperience; ear!v and later hiitorical 
Christian 1 ::orcs. juniors, 
and set VI. j I. un.    Mr. Spencer. 
!        ■ that  nStain  in  moral conduct' 
Opel n  Jod seniors, with exceptions as 
noted ..■ III. IV. 1 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
I 
Tlic > lent* who expect to teach 
an < ; ;   rtunity the science and art of 
that vocation.    P now required of teachers 
in almost every state in the Uni :it being usually 
about fifteen hours, and including such subjects as are listed in the 
Denii                  m of education course       C liege students who 
desire to obtai:. high school certificate 
ted in < I                       lude in their college  course at least 
■ il" W< irk.     The purely 
.,   . 
V gl in the History of Kdu- 
Mel       Is,   Principles,   0 and    Management, 
irs in each, and three 
in Prat ticeTea II Ibservation. 
rhe 1 ty-four may consist off further 
:    which would include special methods 
in such subjects as  I ! itin, Mathematics, Hygiene), or 
group including Kthicsi 
I and Socii logy. 
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1, HISTORY OF EDUCATION. A general survey of educational practice and 
thenry from ancient  time*  to the present—subject  matter,  method, discipline, 
cation.   The   influences   of   social   conditions   upon   education.    Special 
emphasis on ilic work of modern educational reformers.    Prerequisite, Philosophy I 
IV, 3 hours. 
2. SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. The historical develop- 
ment of American middle schools—grammar school, academy, high school, and 
normal schools. Comparison with foreign systems. Present tendencies. Pre- 
requisite. Philosophy I and Education i. IV, 3 hours. 
5. limit SCHOOL METHODS. The choice and presentation of subject matter, 
the handling of the different subjects with regard to studying and to teaching 
school routine and management.    Prerequisite, Philosophy I. VI, 3 hours, 
6. PRINCIPLES OP EDUCATION. An introduction to the fundamentals of edu- 
cation, from the side of psychology and sociology. The processes of learning; 
instinct, habit, memory. Educational development in relation to social life. 
Prerequisite. Philosophy 1. VI, 3 hours. 
7-8. OnsF.RVATioN AND PRACTICE TEACHINC. Open only to seniors who have 
had Philosophy 1 and Education 5 and 6. Students in this course will visit sec- 
ondary school classes as observers and make reports. They will also teach under 
supervision, beginning this latter work some time after they have begun making 
observation*.   Time schedule to be arranged.    May be taken either semester. 
3   hours. 
ia. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION. This course is intended 
for students who wish to acquaint themselves with the larger problem* of the 
school: school funds, grouping of pupils, extension of school activities, stand- 
ardization, systematic study of the curriculum, health supervision.        II, 3 hours. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PROFESSOR LIVINGSTON 
MR.    Mr MA lie IN 
A progressive course in systematic and rational physical edu- 
cation is given, covering a minimum of three hours per week in the 
freshman and sophomore years, for which one credit per semester 
is allowed. A careful physical examination of each student is 
made at the beginning of each year, of which an accurate record 
is kept, and advice is given to assist the individual in maintaining a 
healthy body. Physical efficiency tests arc given at the end of 
each semester and a satisfactory grade must be made. 
1-2. FRESHMEN. Required for a degree. Gymnastics, track, baseball, 
basketball, tennis, swimming, football, class games, elementary tumbling and 
apparatus work. game,.    One credit.   Three hours per week. 
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3-4,    SOPHOMORE*.    Required   I  1   J    :•■.'-<•     Advanced   gymnastics,   track, 
baselu .. ■      ■•  calling,   advanced   swimming,   football. 
-.Jit. Three hour* per week. 
5-6     [UNIOM     Elective      I rice of teaching Physical Educa- 
tion.    S astio. apparatus  work,  physical 
:iaisage, athletic coaching.     Three 
credits.    M 1 fa   jrs pet week. 
7-8.    SlMOM.    I *:udy  in   the  Theory  and  Practice of 
teach Minimum of ail hours per week. 
SHEPARDSON COU ; 
MISS   A TV. 
Ml^s CATHCAET 
A course in physical eJucation is required of all freshmen 
and sophomores, 3 hour- per week, each course earning 1 credit 
hour per semester. A physical examination of each student is 
made at the beginning of the year, the results of which are filed 
and used in assigning students to classes according to their 
respective needs. 
1-;.    FuMMtH •   a  decree.    In  the fall  and ipring seasons. 
n outdoor work in organized  sports: archery,  baseball, field  hockey and 
tennis; in the wintei ■   .       . (a] ,'ymnastics. or (b) correc- 
tive or I »ical examination indicates the need of special 
work in these line*;  1   I -1 from the following clcctivcs: elementary and 
advanced  ■wimming,  i  Ik-dancing,   elementary  and   advanced  interpretive  and 
srsthetic dancing,  basketball. One credit.   3  hours  per  week. 
3-4. SOPHOUORF.S Required for I degree. Advanced work on topic* as 
in course 1-2.    Prerequisite, I-; or it* equivalent    One credit, 3 hours per week. 
5-6. ORGANIXED SPORT*; open to juniors and seniors who have completed 
courses 1-2, 3-4. 
In the fail and spring seasons. 3 hours per week, no credit. 
7-8. TailORT AM) pRACTiCI OP PLAY ACTIVITIES AND ATHLETICS: A itudy 
of the fundamental • -v. and practice in their application to the teach- 
ing of play activities, folk-dancing, and athletics.   Open to juniors and aeniors. 
and to ioph  * .  ■ n of the instructor.    2 hours lecture and 2 hours 
in practical application per week. Prerequisite, courses 1-2. 3-4. and Zoology $• 
3 hours credit. 
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PHYSICS 
PROFESSOR COONS 
PROFESSOR CHAMBERLAIN 
MR. HOWE 
The major sequence consists of courses 1, 2, 3 and 4 with six 
additional hours in Physics. Students preparing for graduate 
work should elect courses 9, 10, 15 and 16 in addition to the 
above. The minor sequence consists of courses 1, 2, 3, and is a 
minimum preparation for students planning to teach physics in 
secondary schools. 
1. GENERAL PHYSICS. Lecture demonstrations and recitations covering 
the more important principles of Mechanics, Sound and Heat. Prerequisite, 
one year of High School Physics. Mathematics 1 or lb should accompany 
or precede this course. I or VI,  3  hours. 
2. GENERAL PHYSICS. A continuation of Physics 1, Electricity, Magnet- 
ism and Light.    Prerequisite, Physics 1, Mathematics 1 or lb. I or VI. 3 hours. 
ia-2a. GENERAL PHYSICS. Laboratory courses paralleling the work of 
courses I and 2. Elective for students who are registered for Physics 1 and 2 and 
desire a less extensive laboratory training than is offered in Physics 3 and 4. Fee, 
$2.00. I-II.     2    hours. 
3. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The essentials of Mechanics, Molecular Physics 
and Heat.    Prerequisite, Physics 1-2, and Freshman Mathematics.    Fee, $3.00. 
III-IV. 4 hours or VI-VII. 4 hours. 
4. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The more fundamental experiments in Sound, 
Light, Magnetism and Electricity. Prerequisite, Physics 1-2 and Freshman 
Mathematics.    Fee, $3.00. III-IV, 4 hours or VI-VII, 4 hours. 
5. EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS. An advanced course in Electrical Measurements. 
Prerequisites, Physics 1-4. and the Calculus.    Fee. £3.00. VI-VII. 3 hours. 
6. EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS. An advanced course in Light, consisting of 
measurements in Diffraction and Interference. Prerequisite, Physics 1-4, and 
the Calculus.    Fee. $3.00. VI-VII, 3 hours. 
7. THEORETICAL PHYSICS. A lecture course presenting the Kinetic Theory 
and elementary Thermodynamics.    Prerequisite. Physics 1-4 and the Calculus. 
Ill, 3 hours. 
8. THEORETICAL PHYSICS. A lecture course in Physical Optics covering 
selected topics in Diffraction and Interference. Prerequisite, Physics 1-4 and the 
Calculus. III. 3 hours. 
7- 1*1 sit »N  L'NIVI RMTY 
' 
: IBEMMO.    A  lecture  and  laboratory 
-   lad alternating current circuits, 
»^ '' etimal machinery-    Prerequiaite. 
I". - 4 v period. 4 hourt credit. 
"•    "
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VII. a hourt. 
'5-1* who take their major work 
■n "■) to profit by luch a courw will be 
■ . itioi      Two to fir* I 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
aSSISTAHT I   JOHNSTON 
This department training  in  expression,  by finding 
an
^ ' • the voice, mind, and body 
i" r'-' !': •' ••'- ■; ■ along. The work is in no sense a mere coach- 
ing for occasions, but a personal, cultural training which aims at 
helping the ItU li mmand of hit own creative powers. 
■"*■   ' general preparatory count in the 
The aim i» 10 enlarge the itu- 
dent'i nalivt Uol and awaken his intereit in oral inler- 
Preul IV. VII. j hour*. 
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com,ri be itudied. with appropriate criticiim 
by the instructor and dttl .       ;.,i|.    Prerequitite. courses 
l
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2
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*
a
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' Ittil idea  employed by  the 
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'
:r Portiont of the ] .-try and prophecy of 
■cenea from one or two Shaket- 
S*     Hourt to be arranged.        J houri. 
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ZOOLOGY 
PROFESSOR  KORNHAUSER 
MISS CATIICART 
The Department offers courses of general instruction in 
Zoology and Physiology, together with those of more special 
character for students preparing for professional work. Students 
preparing for medical college can meet the entrance requirements 
of such colleges by taking courses 1-4. In addition to these, 
courses 7-10 arc  recommended. 
i-;.   GENERAL ZOOLOGY.    Beginners' course,  lectures  and  laboratory  work 
upon type specimens of the animal kingdom.    The second semester's work deals 
with the fundamental problems of zoology; the cell and its development, heredity, 
jnd the ancestry of animals.    Fee, $1.25 per hour of credit. 
I   and   1-11.   4   hours.     Lectures, Mon., Wed., I.    Laboratory work   may ] 
be taken any 2 two-hour periods, Tues.-Thurs., I-II. Friday I-IV. I 
3-4.    COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.    A comparative study of vertebrate anatomy, 
including laboratory work and lectures.    Detailed study of the dog fish, tailed am- 
phibian, the turtle,  the mammal and   the   bird, in   the laboratory.    Lectures, 
I     . Wed.. II.    Laboratory work may be taken any 2 two-hour periods, Tues., 
Thurs., Friday,  I-IV.    Prerequisite, course 1-2.    Fee. J1.25 per hour of credit. 
I and I-II, 4 hours. 
5. PHYSIOLOGY AND IIYCIENE. Lectures and demonstrations dealing with 
the form and functioning of the human body; the causes of impairment or up- 
setting of the normal physiology. The course embraces the study of the muscles, 
nervous system, digestion, circulation, respiration, excretion and reproduction. 
Open to all students. IV, 3 hours. 
6. EVOLUTION AND HEREDITY. Fundamental evidences of Evolution taken 
from Paleontology. Embryology, Comparative Anatomy, Taxonomy, Adapta- 
tion and Distribution. The greater part of the work will deal with the study of 
Heredity, especially the progress made in the study in recent years. 
Open to all students. IV. 3 hours. 
7-8. HISTOLOGY AND CYTOLOGY. Study of the cell and of the methods for 
preparation of materials for microscopic examination. During the second se- 
mester emphasis will be laid upon the study of the fundamental tissues of the 
mammalian body from prepared material. Prerequisite, courses 1-2. Fee. $5.00 
each   semester.    (Omitted in 1922-1923.) Ill, and III-IV, 4 hours. 
9-10. KUBRYOLOCY AND EMBRYOLOCICAL TECHNIQUE. Courses parallel to 
courses 7-8; methods of preparing material for the study of Embryology, types of 
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cleavage tod I -       .f the fundamental proceaaea of 
- adult mammalia f<>rm. During the second semester the 
work centers upon the study -! the )• ,\ chick. and pig. Prerequisite, houri. and 
fees. MUM                           - - 
11-12. ApVAXCKO Wotl IV Hin CVTOLOGY. Continuation of 
courses 7-8. under t ■ I in charge. Work will be out- 
lined and the itudeni the use of the laboratory. 
Both semesters. 2-5 Pec, il.lj per hour of credit. 
NOTE—Owing to the [                     I the teaching staff in the Department of 
*,th the Bi *      I  Spring!  Harbor, I.. I., student* 
may continue their studies at that station during the summer months.    Couraes 
of college grade in Field 2 .. and Heredity are offered 
each summer. 
The Conservatory of Music 
KARL H. ESCHMAN, A.M.    • 
Fellow of the American Guild of Organists 
Director and Professor of Music 
Graduate  of  Dcnison  Conservatory  in  Piano  and  Organ;' 
Graduate Student, Harvard University,  1911-11, under Walter 
R. Spalding and Edward Burlingame Hill; 1912-13, under Hugo 
Kaun and Piano under Victor Heinze, Berlin. 
FANNIE JUDSON  FARRAR 
Head of Piano Department 
Pupil in Piano of J. Emil Ecker, Toledo, Ohio; Constantin 
Sternberg, Philadelphia; Bcrtrand Roth, Dresden;Tobias Matthay 
and  Claude  F.  Pollard,  London.    Student  in  Vienna  and  in 
Musical Kindergarten of Mrs. Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago. 
GAYLE INGRAHAW SMITH 
Violin 
Pupil of A. R. Bunker of Boston, and Luigi von Kunits, 
Pittsburg. Artist graduate of the Cincinnati Conservatory 
under Tirindelli and Edgar Stillman Kelly. 
MARY  RECKARD  FITCH 
Voice 
Pupil of D. A. Clippinger, Hannah Butler and Lemuel Kilby, 
Chicago; Head of Voice Department, Academy of Our Lady; 
Instructor in Lyceum Arts Conservatory, Chicago. 
JULIA C. BRYANT, A.B., Mus.B. 
Piano and Harmcny 
A.B., Vassar; Graduate of Oberlin Conservatory of Music; 
Pupil of Mme. dc Jaronslawski, Lausanne, 1912-13; Studied with 
Arthur Foote and Ernest Hutcheson. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENT! 
There arc no formal entrance requirement! beyond the evi- 
dence nstructi m offered. The work 
of the ■ led inl > two semesters (see the University 
Calcu nay best enter the Conserva- 
r, although private lessons may 
be taken up at any time.     N itions are accepted, however, 
for less than the remainder of the semester. 
COLLEGE CREDIT 
Denison Univertity grant! college credit for work in the theo- 
retical courses of the Col in equal footing with 
other elective studies, and a course leading to the degree of Bache- 
lor of Philosophy may be taken with the Theory of Music as its 
major subject. Thu~ ng for the diploma of the 
Conservatory may at the same time apply the theoretical part of 
their.                 .'• .rd a bachc!   :      :     -   ■ from the University. 
REQUIRI Ml \ IS FOR GRADUATION 
A—MUSICAL STUDIES 
Re iuiren Graduation arc outlined on 
i- ,-io of the Conserva- 
Bulletin which e.» .       :n the Director. 
li      l.i 11 RARY  Si 
required, candidates for 
grad lai lirementi for entrance to the 
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freshman class of Dcnison University, and complete two years 
>f English, courses 1-4, six hours in the Department of Philoso- 
phy and Education, and  eight hours college elective, preferably 
in Language. 
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES 
The Conservatory diploma is granted on recommendation of 
the Conservatory Faculty to students who have completed the 
prescribed course of study in any of its departments, together 
with the general requirements described above.    Each candidate 
fur the diploma must give a public recital during the senior year. 
To students substituting a certain amount of work  in Normal 
Training or public school  music for the  graduating recital and 
giving promise of aptitude for teaching, a certificate is granted 
instead of the diploma.    A two years' course is offered leading 
to a  certificate  in  public  school  music.    Students  completing 
Factorily any integral part of the work offered in the various 
unicnts of the Conservatory, involving not less than a year's 
study, may obtain an officially signed statement to that effect, 
r with a copy of the Registrar's record. 
Music LIBRARY 
The music branch of the University Library, consisting of 
over seven hundred volumes of literature and music, is housed 
at the Conservatory, and is available on the same terms as the 
main library. There is also a collection of primitive musical 
instruments of great interest, most of which have been presented 
by Dcnison alumni. 
PRACTICE PIANOS 
I he Conservatory is equipped with practice pianos of the 
highest grade. Hours and rooms for practice should be engaged 
at the time of registering, and no other use of instruments or 
rooms is allowed without special permission. 
RECITALS AND CONCERTS 
Semi-private student recitals take place frequently through- 
out the year, and students are expected to attend.    A public 
recital is given by the more advanced students near the end of 
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are under obligations to perform 
at recitall ivhcn so directed by their instructor. Students are 
not allowed ut the knowledge and con- 
sent of the initnic I  • 
Besides the festivals of the Choral Society and various other 
concerts, a number of faculty recitals are given during the year, 
and several artist real "f which are free to Conserva- 
tory Itudents.     Each year an historical scries of recitals is given, 
informally   the   music   of   individual   composers   or 
periods. 
MUSICAL OECAMIZATI 
(a) The Enguerson Choral Society. Mr. K.schman, Director. 
Membership is open to all who can read music sufficiently well. 
The dues are fifty cents a semester. Two principal concerts 
arc given each year, with  notable artists assisting.    According 
kto the present custom, Handel's "Messiah" is sung each year at 
[Christmas, while Geibel's "N Rossini's "Stabat Mater," 
IMendi I  Pi ise," "Elijah" and  "St. Paul," 
Brahms'  "S ] ate,"  Bruch's  "Fair  Ellen,"  Ware's  "Sir 
lOluf," Debussy's "Blessed Damozel," Haydn's "Creation," 
I Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawatha" and Wagner's "Ix>hengrin" are 
lother works recently given. Rehearsals are held on Monday 
■ evenings throughout the college year. 
(b) The Denison Orchestra. Mr. Kschman, Director. Mem- 
bership is not limited to students in the University,  but offers 
Ito anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing classical 
land modern composition! under suitable direction.    The Orches- 
-ists the Choral Society in presenting some of its oratorios, 
besides giving at least one concert independently in the spring. 
Regular rehearsals are held on Thursday evenings throughout 
the college year.     Membership is free to those admitted. 
(c) The Denison Glee Club. This is an organization of 
twenty young men chosen by annual competitive examination 
from the men of the University community. About twenty 
concert are givei each year, engagement! being filled in Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, New York. Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois.   The 
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programs consist of classical numbers, popular glees, and college 
(J) The Shepardson Glee Club. This club consists of twenty 
four girls, and with the exception of the officers is reorganized 
each fall by competive examination. An annual concert is given 
in May The club comprises the best voices of Shepardson 
College and Denison Conservatory. 
SCHOLARSHIP 
An annual scholarship, the gift of Mrs. E. S. Shepardson, is 
at the disposal of the Conservatory Faculty. 
CONSERVATORY BULLETIN 
An annual Bulletin is published containing additional infor- 
mation regarding the Conservatory. A copy may be obtained 
by addressing Denison University, Conservatory of Music, Gran- 
ville, Ohio. 
EXPENSES IN CONSERVATORY 
TUITION PER SEMESTER 
In Pianoforte, Voice, Organ, or Violin 
Two private lessons per week $40.00 
One private lesson per week   22.00 
In Advanced Harmony, Counterpoint, or History of Music 
Class lessons, three hours per week    12.00 
In Form, Canon and Fugue, Composition. 
Class lessons, two hours per week     8.00 
In   F.lemcntary  Harmony,  Appreciation,  and   Physical 
Basis of Music, Class lessons, two hours per week.. .    8.00 
Students paying regular college tuition may elect the last 
three courses without extra charge. 
In Solfeggio, Public School Music or Normal Training 
Class lessons, one hour per week     4.00 
Rent of piano for practice, per semester hour (i.e. one 
hour a week for a semester)      I .00 
Rent of pipe orga.i for practice per hour 15 
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cal  re] VII, 2 hours. 
2.   T     P B '.' . '.1 
The fu venting the production 
and charactei trated by apparatus 
from  I f the   University.    A   lecture 
ience.     VII, 2 hours. 
• -4     I I irse or its equivalent is 
■ immary of 
tem of musical notation, 
thm, practice in   cale writing, transposition 
and the use of i . conclude! with a study of 
triad connect! IV, 2 hours. 
v    11 h (lentury.    The work 
comin written reports, tests 
and t!. iei     A1 ■   •■ ■     ervei to illus- 
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tratc the early stages of music, and typical music of the successive 
period! is rendered in class so far as possible. VI, 3 hours. 
6. History of Music from the Eighteenth Century to the 
present time.    Continuation of Course 5. VI, 3 hours. 
7-8. Advanced Harmony. Review of intervals and triads; 
dominant and secondary chords; suspensions; augmented and 
altered chords; modulations; organ-point; the harmonization of 
melodies in bass or soprano, mostly in four parts, and the 
I otition of simple original pieces. Solfeggio and elementary 
theory arc prerequisite, with knowledge of the pianoforte sufficient 
at least to play an ordinary hymn-tune at sight.        IV, 3 hours. 
Miss Bryant. 
9-10. Counterpoint. The principles of harmony applied to 
the melodious treatment of two or more voice parts in combina- 
tion. Free harmonization of choral melodies; two, three, and 
four part counterpoint in the several orders; contrapuntal and 
mitative treatment of subjects in different voices for organ or 
itnngt. Courses 7-8 are prerequisite and some proficiency in 
piano playing is required. 3  III, hours.    Mr. Eschman. 
11-12. Musical Form. Study of thematic construction and 
elements of composition, through analyses of the principal in- 
-1nnr1c11t.il forms, as illustrated in the works of classic and modern 
composers. Practice is given in construction of the smaller 
musical forms, such as hymn-tunes, and the dance forms of the 
classic suite. Courses 7-8 must ordinarily precede this work, but 
by special permission maybe taken in thesamcyear.    HI, 2 hours. 
• 3-I4- Strict Composition. Analysis and composition of 
canon and fugue and the advanced forms of polyphonic music. 
This is a necessary preparation for the larger and freer forms of 
composition. Courses 7-10 are prerequisite, with some profic- 
ciency in pianoforte or organ playing. VI, 2 hours. 
15-16. Free composition. First semester, original vocal 
settings of selected texts; analysis of standard choral works 
and songs; composition of short pieces  for men's or women's 
S; I l| NISOM   UMIVI MITT 
\   ICCS   and   for  n ::ipanied.     Later,   types  of 
accompaniment figures arc Itudicd and settings made with piano 
or 01 S ■  :. inalytii and com- 
tic in the larger forms, with 
writing for orchestral instruments; practice in forma, witli writ- 
ll instruments; practice in reading from vocal and 
orchestral rn requ       . - •   '-14 I, 2 hours. 
:i :: 1 1 and Ensemble Training. Three hours arc re- 
quire) ' 1 . credit. 1 B win be repeated 
in lu< but) ' rhan f iur h'>urs may be applied 
' arard an) legree Oi ; . r..I in cither the 
chorus or orchestra. The r n ours may be elected 
in chorus, ore!"                                 -.or church choir-. 
PlAKO 
UI--  I \*KAR 
VI-.   BRTAMT 
No -ci course i- specified, but the a irk i. adapted to the in- 
dividual pupil, and the tea rves the cultural point of 
view a- nun!. ;■- the professional.    Foundations are thoroughly 
laid in a study of the instrument itself ,.n 1 of the natural laws of 
tone production. Technical facility and velocity looking toward 
an adequate tei red merely the basis of artistic 
inter| retat The n arc taught by means 
of the music of both c'a--ic and romantic composers. 
\ OK 1 
uas. I ITCH 
UK.    \ I I III 
The object of 1 ii  the correct placing of the 
1 that the 1 ten and firm throughout the entire 
lai.l on the control of the breath, rhythm, and 
1 : " ■•■ th enunciation and stage presence.    Use is 
literature of all schools, especially the 
German, an.! of our own American long writers. 
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ORCAN 
MR. JACOBS 
A certain facility at the piano and in sight-reading is neces- 
sary and this must be proved to the satisfaction of the instructor, 
who may prescribe such additional work as may seem advisable 
in preparation. A good organ touch, comprising legato and stac- 
cato playing, steadiness and smoothness of style, are the objective 
aims. 
Rink's Organ School, Buck's Studies in Phrasing and Bach's 
Little Preludes and Fugues compose the ground work of study. 
This is followed by sonatas by Mendelssohn, Merkle, Guilmant, 
■elections by Widor, Dubois, Boellman, I,emare, Best, Hollins, 
Buck and Parker. Special attention is given to hymn playing, 
accompanying and registration to meet the practical needs of 
church work. 
VIOLIN 
MISS SMITH 
Good tone production and clear intonation receive a large 
share of attention, followed by studies and special exercises to 
meet the needs of the individual. As the student becomes 
more proficient, pieces, sonatas, and concertos by classic and 
modern masters will be studied. It is the purpose to work not 
only for technical proficiency, but also for the higher and broader 
plane of artistic conception and interpretation. At least two 
semesters of piano study arc required of candidates for graduation. 
Students are encouraged in ensemble playing, and those sufficiently 
advanced are admitted to the University Orchestra. The ex- 
perience thus gained is not the least valuable part of the training, 
and is required of candidates for graduation. 
ENSEMBLE CLASSES 
(a) Solfeggio. One hour per week, both semesters. Two 
years of this work, or a satisfactory equivalent, are required of 
candidates for graduation in any department of the Conserva- 
tory. 
84 DENISON  UltlVI RSITY 
The com t the nccJs of all who are in any 
degree deficient in  the fundamental principles of music, such as 
rhythm, intervals, and sea! arc unable to read vocal 
or instrumental  musi. ,:   light.     It   includes  both  ear- 
train:: 
(b) Public School Music. One hour per week, both semes- 
ter-, 01 two houn per week one semester.    Time is to be arranged. 
The aim is to give an equipment for successful work in teach- 
ing public ichool music. 
(c) Normal Class—Mill I'arrar. This course is offered at 
the request of piano students, and is designed as preparation for 
the teaching of piano. One semester of Theory or Solfeggio ii 
required fur entrai 
(d) Piano Classes—Miss Fuilt. Knsemble classes are main- 
tained in piano, both duet and quartette work being done. The 
classes arc free, and this work is required of all pupils suffic- 
iently advanced. 
(e) String Classes.—Miss Smith. As far as material offers 
practice is held in trio and quartette work, with performances in 
public on suitable occasions. Advanced pupils are coached in 
ensemble with piano. 
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DOANE ACADEMY 
Since its foundation, Denison has had a preparatory depart- 
ment. In 1895 it was given a separate organization and named 
in honor of the late Dr. William Howard Doane, who gave the 
splendid Academy Building. The Academy is now one of the 
strongest secondary schools in the Middle West and prepares 
not only for Denison but also for any American college or uni- 
vereity. 
While students of the Academy enjoy all the general advant- 
ages of connection with the larger institution, the school has 
its own endowment, its separate faculty, its own literary societies, 
athletics, school spirit, and social life. 
The Academy is of peculiar advantage to those college stu- 
dents that are deficient in their entrance credits. Sometimes at 
a saving of considerable time in the combined college and pre- 
paiatory courses, these deficiencies are made up in connection 
with the regular college work. 
The Academy is a specially congenial place for those young 
men and women whose education is for any reason belated. 
They find here an atmosphere and social situation free from the 
embarrassment that might be experienced in the home schools. 
The Academy also meets admirably the requirements of those 
parents who desire better advantages than the local schools afford. 
A copy of the catalogue and full information will be gladly 
sent upon application.    Address H. R. HUNDLEY, Granville, Ohio. 
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Till   SOCI1 TY OF THE ALUMN] 
Pi 
S kill 11-   B.   HRII HI v,  '7; 
100 N irth LaSalle St., Chicago, 111. 
Li -111  B  M is$, '11 
Gram 
- 
1      .'nun 
KIRTLEY I'. MATHER, Secretary 
\\     II     [OHNSON, Tl 
it mbfrs 
Ten     I 1    rej int 1924 
B  BRIERLT, '75, Chicago, III. 
\V. II  JOHNSON, '85, Colui 
Jl -TIN   U     \:\   N.   '   :.   K     hi    •   r.   N.   Y. 
I ■ ' ! 1 1:; 
I.  KI\\ WOODROW  Bi KM. '06, Pittsburgh 
KIRTLEY F. MATHER, '09, Granville 
FRANKLIN W. SWEET,  01. Cleveland 
I era    I i|   -   June, 192] 
M\BI MCKIBBEN COLBY, '07. Mansfield 
FRANCIS W. SHEPARDSON, '82, Chicago 
W. (ii \i SPI N< 1 a, '07, Franklii, Ind 
Graduates of the University arc members of the Society of 
the Alumni. Former student! "f the Granville institutions, who 
are not gra nts  of honorary degrees, members of 
the Board of Ti iste rs of the Faculty, who have 
been such for al least threi re received into membership 
upon  paymei •  of the annual dues of X2.00.    This society was 
founded June »8, 1859, William P. Kerr, "45 being the first Presi- 
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dent.    The main object of the Society's existence has been to 
promote  the interests of Alma Mater.    It has been especially 
eroul during the last decade and is recognized as one of the 
adjunct* of the University.    It maintains a Quarterly Bul- 
letin, edited and published at Chicago, III., by the President of the 
The annual meeting is held on Tuesday afternoon pre- 
Commenoement Day at 2:30 o'clock. 
Deniwn clubs composed of members and associates of this 
Sickly have been organized in many of the chief cities of the 
I nited Stales, and a few in foreign lands where Dcnison grad- 
uate arc working. These clubs have been established in the 
following localities—New York City, Washington, Rochester, 
Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Dayton, Springfield, Ohio, 
Cincinnati, Columbus, Indianapolis, Chicago, Minnesota, Mis- 
si uri \ alley, Colorado, San Francisco, Southern California, Japan 
and West China. 
Degrees Conferred in 1921 
v, Cattle, Doctor 
I ti 
MASTI R Of  ARTS 
K ■»  . 
' '   M 
i 
Robert Inland Case 
Pi        ' 
Glenn Kei | 
I 
M\MI k <ir sen s< i 
incifi I OR 01    \KIS 
kran 
DC Louiaa Parks 
\       - I  .     e I'arki 
! 
\ ai   Kirk 
I \Ve»t 
BACHELOR 01  PHILOSOPHY 
Charle 
M 
■ 
R 
■ 1 
■ 
111 
■ 
R  '< 
I ■■■: Robert L 
Sairi'i' 
II l(       5mith 
H 
Paul Gord 
Tiunc-Chi Yu 
\!len 
:
'. irrii 
btabcth Clark 
Annctta Byrr* I 
. Pern Evana 
■ ' •  - !  'i Polder 
Dorothy Kaihryn Funk 
M Grogan 
Sarah Margaret Jardine 
Ethel Lyon June* 
M irrii 
ll'-lrn Leoore Shumaker 
Smith 
8S 
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BACHELOR OK SCIENCE 
Bernard David Adams 
Ralph Haynea Barney 
Charles Verne Bowcn 
Floyd Gil more Browne 
Robert Lelaud Case 
Edwin George Chambers. Jr. 
il ward Edward Claggett 
Dorence Sheldon Cowles 
Lawrence Wilbur Curl 
Manning Skinner DanicU 
John Franklin Donnelly 
: Draw 
Philip Friend Dye 
John Weber Khrlc 
Wilbert Raymond Hemmerly 
Lawrence George llollinger 
Clarence B. Hombergcr 
Kozclle Parker Johnson 
Carl Henry Kocker. Jr. 
Herschcl Beruhard U-mon 
Charles Sumncr McCann 
irl W. McClelland 
Thomas Francis McMahon 
Marius A. C. Nielson 
Gordon Rector 
Walter A. Reese 
John 1-awycr Rose 
Carl Henry Seibel 
Albert Edward Staniland 
Corwin Sutton 
Forrest Damon Swigart 
Virgil Harold Trailer 
Ford Richardson Weber 
William Frederick Windlc 
Charles Frederick Wood 
Teuoe-Chi Vu 
Beulah Lucinda Beard 
I*ouisc Gretcben Brccht 
Helen Lucille Chrysler 
Gladys Dorothy Currin 
I.ouisc R. Dickey 
Miriam Galloway 
I lelen Moore Gholson 
Florence Gnibb 
Ethel Hobart 
Cornelia Howell 
Irma (iracc Jones 
Bertha Marjnric Knapp 
I-elia Jane loveless 
Grace Edgerton McCune 
Harriet Livingston Mather 
Ruby Marion Robinson 
Myrtle Kdna Shipley 
Anna Lois Teeter 
Honors and Prizes Awarded in 1921 
ELKCTIOM TO MEMBERSHIP IN PHI BBTA KAPPA 
Helen Ignore Shumakcr. *2I Earl Frederick Adams, 'n 
Ruby Marian Robinson, '21 Irma Grace Jones, '21 
Alvah M. Shumakcr, *2I Helen Gholson. '21 
Theodore Floyd Adams, *2i Hcrschel Bernhard Lemon, *2I 
M. Forest Ashbrook. '21 Carey Croneis, *22 
THE GN.PATRICK SCHOLARSHIP roa EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
Robert Leland Case Hcrschel Bernhard Lemon 
<io DEMISOM UNIVBMITV 
'I'm  HAUH H fnMi\ns I MI*. r«m» 
■ IP      . Ernest C. BreUford 
It K. A Jam* Mi 
Jl ■ v ...m» 
TIM SAM IM BIBLI RBJ 
W. \ ■■•:■• ■ , Second 
T»i LK« 
M I    ■ • Uhl - ■ 
i 
Students in Granville and Shepard- 
son Colleges 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES 
I    n Hoi       S anish Granville 
, Ed      r. Mathematics Granville 
UNCLASSIFIED 
. William Alfred  Granville 
Minn. Cecil Shepard Kdgcrton, Alia. Can. 
. Waltei Granville 
II    chelB       Ililliboro 
Calvin. Ruth Hubbard 
' , Frances Babcock Granville 
SENIOR CLASS 
Abemethy, Robert W . PI. Waihington. I). C. 
Barrington. Richard Richards, Sc Granville 
Bennett, George Wayland, Pi Philadelphia. Pa. 
Biefcld. Carl Hrnrv, Sc         Granville 
Bowen. Ralph H, Pn Canion 
Burke. William Kmerson. Ph Granville 
Camin.it. Siuan. Ph Minneapolis Minn. 
Carver. Charles Harrison.  Ph Lakewood 
Caulkinf, Thomas Yassar. Jt., Sc Factoryvillc. Pa. 
Cooper, Charles Augustus. Jr.. Ph Dayton 
i     Mia.   f'arey.   Sc Bucyrui 
Davis. Kdmonston J. Sc Hammond. Ind. 
Dussan, Ricardo. Sc Baraya. Huila. Columbia. S. A. 
Kdwards. Clifford Newark 
l'.iman.  Kugene  L..  Ph Blanchester 
Fitch. Donald R„ Ph Chicago. 111. 
Gleiss. George Herman. Sc Dctrot. Mich. 
Guckert. Klroy Simon. Sc Sandusky 
I lavk'ard. Harold W. Ph Wolfboro. N. H. 
Hanna.   J.    Mark.   Sc Huntsville 
Hayes.   Harry   McMillan.   Ph Mt.  Vernon 
Hendricks. Ralph M-. Ph Dayton 
Hunt. George R.. Ph Burton. W. Va. 
Johnson.  David  Lee.  Ph Warren.  Pa. 
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I 
•   f ,   Sc 
K I S 
■ 
: 
Noi    . ». . 
\ 
■ 
I 
Orr.   M .   v 
Owen.I        - -. i': 
. 5 
. 
P ira. S 
P ler, S 
II • vrr. Ph 
R 
S 
§ . - 
s 
s 
I 
rilton, ' S 
W 
Wiley. ■ v 
W .   - 
Cincinnati 
Marion 
Newark 
Granvillc 
Kcar:.   , .   \   ■ 
.   Hubbard 
Day Ion 
Grurille 
I HI < >:a' ft, V J. 
tham, Man. 
::\Mle 
C" .lumbui 
Clyde 
I I 
Colunbui 
Sanduiky 
Xcnia 
5| ringfieU 
MIIH 
Day ion 
' >ranvi!!c 
vrland 
S   ■ 5traltavUlc 
Tiffin 
Cambridge 
Norwalk 
Camp  Dcnniion 
. Klyria 
1 
Doroi    . t 
[argarct. P 
B C..S 
B I . •. i 
\     i. S 
Bi        '.' 
1
 , Opal. P 1 
Dai tie, PI 
I '.' 
Othmbui 
■laud.   N.  Y. 
Cambridge 
Toledo 
Pataakala 
Warren 
(ohfistown 
(iranville 
Newark 
Library.   Pa. 
(iarrctiville 
Oatrandcr 
IW.klyn. N. Y. 
Dijon.   France 
Name*. Loire. Prance 
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Prances. Cl Wheaton,  III. 
Daub,   Dorothy,  Ph Trenton 
Maty Eleanor, Ph   Henderson. Ky. 
Garland, Marion. Ph Pittaburgh,  Pa. 
Gray, Rcda WilhHmina. Ph Newark 
I        -v. Waneta, Cl Lincoln. III. 
II, F.lla Grace. Sc Granville 
Hunt, Katherine, Sc Day ion 
Innes. |-'rance» Christina. Cl Chicago, 111. 
I 1 ■. Letha Cornelia, Ph Granville 
Jenkins.   Mildred   Hall.   Ph Wiltard 
Lou May. Ph KcukaPark. N   Y. 
King, Francei, Sc Mountain View. Okla 
Mapd, Bffie, Ph Burton, \V. Va. 
M lie). Thclma Klizabcth. Ph Newark 
M      r, Norm* Kthel. Sc Toledo 
. Evangelise, Sc Warren 
Nicholson.   Klizabcth   Frances.   Ph Cambridge 
Oilier, Clara Ixmise, Ph Walt ham. Maw. 
Patteraon, Kdna, Sc Columbus 
Priest,  Frances Morton. Cl Sturgis. Mich. 
Ruhl. Grace Jcnness, Sc Pomeroy 
Sanford. Ruth Finite. Ph Granville 
Sehaad,   Bib   June,   Ph Millertport 
Schairer.  Marjorie  Klizabcth.   Ph Cambridge 
5 Finite, Marguerite E., Ph Cleveland 
Simpson. Marian. Ph Oak Park. 111. 
Smaller, Mary Filler, Ph Clarion, Pa. 
Spencer. (iwladyi, Ph (Iranville 
Stanford), Opal K.. Ph Granrille 
Taylor. Fmily. Ph Clarksburg. W. V«. 
Twining,   Ruili   If.,   Sc I/iudenville 
Webb. Violet M.. Ph Granville 
Weiscnbarger.   Ruth.   Ph Greenville 
Whitacrc,   Florence   Beatrice,   Cl Bowline   Green 
Whitney,   Fern,   Sc Marietta 
Wiggina, Uona V.. Ph Chicago. III. 
Wolfe, Grace Camilla. Ph Granville 
Young. Margery. Sc Toledo 
Young. Meredith Toledo 
1 
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ICNIOR a ISS 
Austin. R Chicago, 1U. 
rtoa, S Granville 
Bell. < Cambridge 
B                             M . 5 Quiocy, III. 
Call                        B.. S ll'tuma. La. 
Chambei .David Abbot. S Granville 
Chandler, Burtoo.  r'h Norwalk 
(       S Mi.   Sterling 
(                          \ .  C Cincinnati 
llaikini 
.   Q .-.!!,:.   I'h C>.*hocton 
.   Richwood. W. Va. 
Deeds. Char!--. - Dayton 
DePuy, N   irtoo P  Lakewood 
Ducro. J      . I'h Ashtabula 
Gebhart. William H« S  Fresno 
Haas, Ul    IU.S Dayton 
Hal                            I T. Ph .    .Ceveland 
Hall.:                         S Dayton 
Ham n. Eugene Hai       - Newark 
II   itoo, 1          .. S LovUville, Ky. 
H                    ■ I'■ •      re, PI ■ ■    Toledo 
llcrr.  Elda Albert, S Acme. Mich. 
Hutchtns. John Edwai Granville 
a. Howard It. Cl .....    Norwalk 
Jenkins, William. Sc  Cambridge 
Jones,   Edward   Wi   ■   .   P Middletown 
Keenc                               rt.Sc.... Newark 
K :n    . Dayton 
Lapp, Stephen H.. Ph... .. Granville 
Law*,   U   lis  Edward Metheida 
PI Cleveland 
Level ng. Miles Walling! St.  Mary's 
1
        ter H.. Ph., Minneapolis.  Minn. 
K ..   I  Mt.  V'ernon 
ris. S ........ Fresno 
 Granville 
Mean. Charles,  i . Zanesville 
New  Castle.   Pa. 
Mori                           P ...   New   Athens 
P Wahham. Mass. 
Owen, Ernest Tuttle. S   Granville 
P     lelton, Edgar B., Sc   Granville 
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Pcoplci. William George. Sc Toledo 
Plckctt, Hugh Dale. CI Moundsville. W. Vi. 
Poornun, Fred Simon, Sc Coshocton 
Potter. Wentworih McKee, Sc    Newark 
Princ. Lewis Whisler. Sc Hillsboro 
Pi ctOTi Downing E., Ph Shanghai. China 
Rettig.  Robcrl.  Sc Middlctown 
Ringgold.Gordon Bates, CI Hyannies. Mass. 
Roadarmel.   Charles.   Ph Haskins 
Robinson,   Kenneth,   Sc McConnelsville 
Roc.  Edwin  L.. Sc Gilbert 
Roscne, Harold A., Sc Chicago, 111. 
Smith. Russell M.. Sc Newark 
Smith. William  Howard,  Sc Massillon 
Stone. Williard B.. Sc Springfield 
Topping. Willard F.. Sc Granvillc 
Trittipo. James Russel, Ph Newark 
Wcavrr, Ralph. Sc St.   I>ouisville. 
Wcston, Arthur Folsom. Sc Beaver Dam. Wii. 
Whitacre, Halford E., Sc Bowling Green 
Willis. Richard R.. Sc Washington Court House 
Willis. Willis Heftier. CI Washington Court House 
Wilson, John Scott, Ph Newark 
Wlndte, Frank Leland. Sc Newark 
Allen.   Elizabeth.   Ph Piqua 
Barbour. Elizabeth. Ph Chicago. 111. 
Barnes. Helen. Ph Granville 
Burt.  Margaret.   Ph Huntington.  W.  Va. 
Campbell. Edith L Utica 
Caul. I.i>rainr,  Ph Ames. Iowa 
Crist. Sara. Ph Newark 
Crozier, Frances Ann Arbor. Mich. 
Daniels. Florence. CI Fitchburg, Mass. 
Davis,   Ethel   G.,   Ph Peterson.   Iowa 
Dawson.  Ruth Clements. Ph., Ticonderoga, N. Y. 
Dickinson,   Helen   D.,   Ph St.   Catherine.   Ontario. 
Dobson. Harriet, Sc Evanston, III. 
Edmondson, Margaret C, Ph Parkersburg, W. Va. 
Ellison. Ethel Geneva. Ph West Union 
Erway. Ncllc A.. Ph Olean. N. Y. 
Firestone,   Amy.   Sc Spencer 
Forsythe.   Margaret,   Sc Alexandria 
Gibbs. Thelma   Ruth,  Ph Canton 
Gill.  Maude   Ethel.   Ph St.   Catherines.   Ontario 
1 
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I 
Gncil, S Pataekala 
.Zan 
Harriaon. I ... \\\ \-». 
Dayton 
Tecumeeb. Mich. 
H.-vrr Dam, U in. 
1
 I Keuka Park. N  V. 
Denver. Cob. 
'• Urban* 
1
 !' Tokyo, Jay-an 
Ladd.  1 ,,.,.rn 
' ■ SprinffieM 
i 
McCi     . 11 > Norwatt 
Ml    Rjnicr.  Md. 
Lucille,   S /jnrsville 
!' 
Olney.M Wilihan. Mau. 
Toulon. III. 
.   111. 
.     Cranvillr 
Charketon. W. Va. 
Morgan Park. Ill 
•
l
' '' *     I .   . Newark 
IOMORI   CLASS 
Baker. t Marion 
Mi    Vrrnon 
Barker, \ !■ Dayton 
Ban Elrria 
■• ■'' (Danville 
, PI  Dayton 
Dayton 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
PI Hammond. Ind. 
1
 I   Dayton 
H   '• I  '•'•     Pk (iranville 
  .  Newark 
.   P  Library.   Pa. 
Kokorao. Ind. 
B,i
"   I Clarence Center. N. Y. 
.e»t Carhart. Ph. Kait Cleveland 
CalhoiB. I.-.. V K,„ Liverpool 
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Canary. Sunnier Bowling Green 
Chamberlain. John Hutted Granvilte 
Costilow. Okey. Cl Clarksburg. W. V«. 
Cravcner,  George  Merle.   Cl Indiana.   Pa. 
Fitch. Jamej G, Sc Chicago. III. 
Foot. Harry, Ph Cothocton 
Garber.   I.yman   Armcntrout.   Ph Mt.   Vernon 
Garrison. Ralph P.. Cl Dayton 
Gnagey. Theodore  Parker.  Ph Aahland 
llalko,   John.   Cl Masiillon 
Hazlett. Paul II.. O Newark 
Henderson. Robert L.. Sc Norwalk 
Holt. Henry Kendrick. Sc Reading. Mass. 
Holt. Kilburn K.. Cl Reading, Mass. 
Hopkins. Robert K.. Sc Granville 
lluddleson.  Charles  S..  Ph Worthington 
Hundley, Bernard L.. Sc Granville 
Johnson. Ernest T.. Ph Newark 
Johnson, Melvin B., Ph Brockport, N. Y. 
Johnston. Warren. Sc Granville 
Jones. Alfred K.. Sc Granville 
Jones,   Clifford,   Sc Bucyrua 
Jones, Thomas Felia. Sc Newark 
Katsumi. Seishl. Ph Siki Gifu-ken. Japan 
King. Daniel Phillips, Sc Mountain View. Okla. 
Kreagcr.    Donald.   Sc Alexandria 
Kuster, William Gordon. Sc Newark 
I-adcveie, Victor. Cl Providence. R. I. 
Lane. Donald. Ph Springfield 
I.inebaugh. John Elijah. Sc Dayton 
I.yman.   Russcl   Weeter.   Ph Elyria 
Lyne. Paul, Ph Cambridge 
Masters. Miles S.. Cl Granville 
Mather, William Green. Sc Fayettcville, Ark. 
Miller.  J.   Hobart.   Sc Detroit.   Mich. 
Moseley, John Reed. Sc Ostrander 
Petty. Julian Jay. Sc Walworth. N. Y. 
Powell.  Joseph   Dwight,   Ph Middleport 
Powell. J.  Ellis,  Sc Mount Gilead 
Pritchard. William David. Sc New Cattle, Pa. 
Proper. John  II.. Cl New Castle. Pa. 
Rhoades, William Hosier. Ph Toledo 
Sagebiel. James, Sc Dayton 
Sayre. Albert Nelson. Sc Granville 
I 
9« DENISOM UNIVI MITT 
I 
Schieber,   Horn       -        Bucyrui 
Schiller, Milton, ...    Sanduaky 
P  Youngatown 
s
    " ■ '   ■                       l Newark 
" '■        I  Martin. Ferry 
Sbepherat, I ■ •.    M ix. S Toledo 
Newark 
 Xenia 
Stcadman. Edward \! . S   Granville 
Steadmaa, Lh .Granville 
"   >   ■   I' ..Seville 
Stuart. William II . \r, Canle. Pa. 
I I        frank Stanley, S Newark 
Thiele, I! ward, -  Dayton 
1 Dayton 
Vanderreer,  Robert Wilaon, S       MiJdleiown 
Van N K„ PI  Ilubbard 
Cincinnati 
Weaver, Victor G, P Bowling Green 
Wellman,    I  Cleveland 
W Norwalk 
Wood. J Huntington. W. Va. 
All"*        " Northport,  Mich. 
Alapach, Maryl ,.... Newark 
Aahlej Chicago. III. 
Barber,  Mart irct. Ph Oak Park. III. 
Washington.   D.   C. 
    Cleveland   Ileighta 
1
.        .Granville 
 Granville 
Brown, Ruth I  Haikina 
Burkham,   Ph)        Cornelia,   Ph  Alexandria 
Burt, Mai i     Ph Huntington, W, Va. 
II. Ruth. Ph Wheaton. III. 
Cary, Eatherjane. S .    B,„Ion, N. Y. 
, Sc  Granville 
Keyaer, < Granville 
I  Francea. S        Barneaville 
Daviea. Gwend        !   tabeth. Ph Newark 
D»v». H   i I      in, Sc Hammond. Indiana 
Dodd, Lucile Marie, S  Newark 
DuB. Evelyn.   Canton 
Finley,   Blanche   Fay.   S, Cheater,  W.   Va. 
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Fisher, Hazel Idel. Ph Frazeysburg 
Forbes.   Marjorie.   Ph Union   City. Pa. 
Francis,   Rose   Irene. Ph East   Chicago,   Indiana 
Prick, Kdna Mahe, Cl Norwood 
Fuhon, Charlotte A., Ph Dayton 
Goodrich, Irela J., Sc Wellington 
Graves, Dorothy Regina, Ph Newark 
Greenfield. Amy  Christine,  O Indianapolis,   Ind. 
Hardesty.   Helen,   Sc Zanesville 
Hawkii J,  Margaret,  Sc Canton 
llilscher. Kdith, Sc Canton 
Holden,   Kthel   Winifred.   Sc Detroit.   Mich. 
H<»vcy. Ruth. Sc New York. N. Y. 
Hughes, Klva Irene, CI Newark 
Indicott, Lucille M., Ph Norwalk 
Jcsscl. Elfrcda. Ph Buffalo. N. Y. 
Kinney. Alice J., Ph Des Moines. Iowa 
Kinney. Marian Alger, Sc Des Moines, Iowa 
Kocker, Louise M., Sc Dayton 
Kurtz. Kdith May. Sc Mt. Morris, Mich. 
I .arscn. Charlotte Marie, Ph Dayton 
Lawyer,  Lucile,  Cl Pataskala 
Leslie, Elizabeth Irene, Sc Granville 
Lindrooth. Lillian, Ph    Newark 
I.orctz, Agnes Mary, Sc Norwalk 
Lusk. Lois Mary, Sc Granville 
McCalla. Mildred Agnea, Ph Toledo 
McCann. Harriett K.. Ph Dayton 
McClure. Catherine M., Ph Pelee Is.. Ontario 
McConnell. Sara. Ph Newark 
McMinn. Lucile, Ph Whcaton, 111. 
Ned, Helen. Ph Chicago. III. 
Oesper. Margaret Wilson,  Ph Cincinnati 
Ogden. Mildred Louise, Sc Ashland, Ky. 
Peterson. Louise M., Ph Chicago. 111. 
Pettit. Kathleen. Sc Logan 
I'hypers. June,  Ph Cleveland 
Pletcher.  Mina   Lillian.  Ph Newark 
Powell.  Nellie   E..  Ph Mt.  Gilead 
Rece. Anna, Ph Huntington. W. Va. 
Reed.  Florence. Sc Kenton 
Rice, Vera M.. Ph Chicago. III. 
Richards. Dorothy. Ph Granville 
Robinson, Helen Belle. Sc Cambridge 
1 
I 
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H arn *. Ph  Newark 
. P I ni D City, Pa. 
Hin.dale.   111. 
Tccumieh.  Mich. 
Ph Oak   Park.   111. 
r.    < Alexandria 
Pittsburgh. P«. 
Summers. I  Marion 
Newark 
I i]                 Belle. C Croton-M Hudson. \. Y. 
!
                      Charlotte. I Chicago. III. 
Warner. \! :      PI Granville 
Weiseoba  Greenville 
WeUmaa, Fai                   ,. Sc . Cleveland 
Wheaton,  Dema.  Hebron 
Whittington. E.. P  Akron 
^   kinson. Marian Esti lla. < .., .Norwalh 
Williaa Rucyrut 
Williams. Katherine, Ph Hammond. Indiana 
Wirebaui       M            P Prairie   Depot 
B     lea.   Martha   1  .   c Mai 
Chi... 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
Abernet:,..   I               |.. Ph..    . .                                 . Washing .,.' I) "C. 
'•  ■   PI Bacolod. P.  I. 
Allen. C.i Newark 
v
     ■ Henry D        ,P  Cambridge 
1
 
Sc
 Cambridge 
Archer. Eugene. £ Newark 
Robert A.. ! .....  Ulddletown 
Babbi. Charle. I  Newark 
Bannisler. Turpin Chamt.er«. Cl Lima 
Barne..   Ralj!,  W..   Ph s,    paul  Mlnn 
Bash.   Frederick.   Sc     I'tica 
Benning).        I   rl. S Cleveland Height! 
Benson, Carl Adolpri. S  Toledo 
Black,   Warren   Thomas.   Ph  Zaneiville 
Bone, Leslie Douglas. Sc N'ashport 
Branc. TeiKior Moiia.  I'd Warren 
"IW.,  PI  Canton 
Bi        , Charlei Johnson, Ph  Newark 
Buder, Kdwin Joseph. Sc Sanduiky 
Burdick, I bnThc   I .re. Ph.  Lansing. Mich. 
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Iturite. Orrville Brcnnstuhl, Sc Newark 
Castle. William. Sc Aleiandria 
Cole,  Robert,  Ph Wauscon 
Curtis, Arthur While, Sc Donakonda,  India 
Davit, Wendell Ellison, Sc Cherry Fork 
Dean. Eraeet W„ Sc Sandusky 
DeLoag, J. Crawford. Ph Bedford 
Dickinson,   ft   Richard.   Sc Wickliffc 
Doty.   Donald.   Sc Middlctown 
Dunlap. Ivan R.. Sc Granville 
Edgar,  John  C.   Sc Troy 
Evans, Arthur Thomas. Ph Granville 
Evans,   Russell   R.,  Sc Zancsvillc 
I  .     y.   Carl   Harkness.   Ph Roscville 
Fawcett,  Keith Ruliffson, Sc Vesta. Minn. 
Potter, Allyn K.. Jr.. Ph Brooklyn. N. Y. 
Fmhafer, Charles. Ph Dayton 
Kryc.    Prank,    Sc Sunbury 
hwk,   Donald.   Sc Oak   Park.   III. 
Gabete.   Ralph.   Sc Norwalk 
Gannett, Herman B., Cl Lorain 
Garrison. Robert Hildreth, Ph Newark 
Gilbert,   Norton   Helm.   Sc Bmvling Green 
G-jgolyak, John, Cl Canton 
Grcwe.   Ernest  J..   Ph St.   Joseph,  Mich. 
Griffin.   William.   Ph Pataskala 
Griffith,   Albert   Russell.  Sc Mt. Vcrnon 
Hancnkrat.  Merle.  Ph Bellcfontainc 
Haskins.   Robert   K..   Sc Lancaster 
Hawthorne,  Gerald.  Sc Horsehcads.   N.   Y. 
Hegkr,   Milton.  Ph Washington  C.  H. 
Hindine.   Clarence   N.,   Sc Port   Clinton 
Hirsch, Fred Columbus 
Hla. David Qui. Sc Bassein. Burma. 
Hoover, Truman D.. Sc Granville 
Hundley. William Thomas, Sc Granville 
Ikuta.   Shigcne,   Ph Tokio,  Japan 
Jones,   David   G.,   Sc Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Jones,   Evan  Winthrop.  Sc Cincinnati 
Jones.   Vasile.   Cl Detroit.   Mich. 
Kahler, Gerald. Ph Youngstown 
Kato.  Chosaburo. Ph Fukushita. Japan 
Kecfe.   William,   Ph Bucyrus 
Keyi,   Bernard   S..   Ph Piqua 
] 
DBNISI N UNIVERSITY 
E 
Fraacii P.. S 
[ami i L.. PI 
C. PI 
Koehlcr, 
I 
( n, Ph 
Lewi., S 
I W. & 
I   ■ : 
McCi     I     •   »i 
, Robert K . S 
'A 
Marl       I 
.... 
Meek, i,    n. PI 
.      - 
Mill:. I 
■   .   - 
Moore. \ 
Nakamui 
■     .    - 
Nott.    I 
.  Dawi n  H .  P 
Padclfnr^l. N • . PI 
Pannilee.   Aiahi!.   - 
Payne. 
Pictcll. Jmlu- 1 
Price. Huf    G 
Pujh.I I 
'.'■■.'.        , S 
k.,     n.  John,  C"l 
"'        b. Frank Judaoa. Jr.. ( Cl.rk.burR.W. Va. 
k
 '  Dayton 
Rjne. RuMell R . I Wa.hinRton. C. H. 
I
 Clarence   Conneaut 
''     ■   ■ I     '■'     '   "    PI lohnaon Cily. N. Y. 
>'       Cleveland 
II Wilmington 
" ' 
!
 
u
 "". " Newark 
K^1"-'1      f  ■■■ .........Cambridge 
Somerset 
 Zaneivillc 
Bin^hampton. N. Y. 
Hamilton 
Stoaingtoa. Conn. 
 Newark 
Mtddlctown 
Newark 
Mid die town 
 Granville 
Bucyrui 
Dayton 
    Dayton 
Granville 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
 Dayton 
Bucyrui 
Canton 
Mt.  Vernon 
White-nth. Mont. 
 Newark 
.   . .South   Charleston 
 Lima 
 Yokosuka. Japan 
 Newark 
 Marietta 
Pataikala 
Newton Heights. Masa. 
 Rutland 
Norwood 
M und.v.lte. W. Va. 
Chicago. III. 
.     Plymouth 
LonKn.ont.Colo. 
Mnline. 
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Sarby.  Paul  R..  Ph Mansfield 
Schmitz. Edward Allen. Cl Granvillc 
Schwcikle, Elmer L.. Sc Chicago, III. 
Scbald.   Edward,   Ph Middletown 
Sharer. Claude B.. Jr.. Sc Bucyrui 
Shide, Homer P., Ph Day ion 
Smith. Ernest L.. Ph Conneaut 
Smith.   Harold  ()..   Cl Chillicothe 
Smith.  Norman  Franklin,  Ph Cleveland 
Smoot.   Ralph.   Ph Troy 
Snydcr. Martz. Ph Day ion 
Spcicher, Joseph, Sc Swatow, China 
Spencer,  Paul D., Sc Canton 
Stahl.    Lionel.    Sc Fredericktown 
Stevens. Franklin H.. Sc Connellsville. Pa. 
Stockum, Ernest. Sc Dayton 
Sutton.   Russell.   Ph Attica 
Swartzcl. Richard, Ph Dayton 
Terry, Orman G..  Ph East  Liverpool 
Thomas, John   W„  Cl Cincinnati 
Tipped,    Robert.    Ph Johnstown 
Trausch. John L.. Sc Detroit. Mich. 
Ycach.  Lewis Martin, Ph Continental 
Vion. John Cecil. Sc Mt.  Vernon 
Vogel. William. Ph Granville 
Warren.  Charles.  Ph Medina 
Warren.  Millard.  Ph ' Medina 
Watt. John. Ph Toledo 
Wlutacre,   James.  Sc Prairie  Depot 
Whitcomb.Ward.Sc Toledo 
Williams.  Gilbert   N..   Sc Nitet 
Williams. Raymond Earle. Sc Granville 
Williamson. Clifford Rohrer. Sc Dayton 
Winnett.    Clifford.    Sc Hebron 
Woodbridge. John. Sc Newark 
Albaugh, Mary  Elizabeth. Cl Quincy 
Alderton. Betty. Sc Newark 
Anderson.   Mary,   Ph Wadsworth 
Ashley. Vera May. Sc Cambridge 
Bachelder. Thclma E.. Cl Mt. Gilead 
Baker. Dorothy L.. Ph Paaiiac. N. J. 
Baker.   Ruth.   Ph Canton 
Bell.   Lucy,   Ph Norwalk 
1 
io4 I >. NISON   USIVI KNT1 
I 
B PI 
!:        1. Mary I . P 
Bi da, M 
B 
B .ili-      .   - 
B ■' ■. 1' 
Calhoun. Julii 
Chamtx t Aldi     , I 
■ 
t        '.:        PI 
, P 
I ' |. 
t Grace, Ph 
1),.   .   I ( 
I) -    . ;> S     .  ' 
D 
Dietei 
D 
Du  Boii. I 
D 
I . ■ 
I 
I 
Fcllman,   I   .:. 
I 
I 
1 
G '                K , S 
G tta. PI 
G Rull    I    i   ■.   5 
G ■                   ■   ( 
Gust 
II '      jaret.P1 
Irma    Ruth)   PI 
el.   Ph 
II...   .   I     ma Eliub        PI 
H M inta   i  !'.. c 
li      ■■     i     i 
l! ■ ■. W       ■   na. Ph 
I  . 
I  ' , VI     (red A     , P 
! |ui I 
Parrdl   Pa. 
GranviUa 
Canton 
Granville 
Rivei   I  mat.  III. 
I     i   11 
I    :'   U ..;. M.   Illd. 
Granville 
rville,    Ind. 
Granville 
Ptttaborgh. Pa. 
Norwalk 
I'fbana 
\cnia 
Gallipolb 
Norwalk 
Granville 
Harnni Hid,   Ind. 
Logan, W, Va. 
Kianklin 
Granville 
Middletown 
Newark 
Milwaukee, Wit. 
Milwaukee, Wia. 
Dayton 
Newark 
Newark 
.   X cnia 
Youngltown 
Zaneavillc 
New   Straiuville 
..   Canton 
Dayton 
Kraxeytburg 
. Newark 
 Troy 
Dover 
 Dayton 
Ganville 
.Granville 
Cleveland 
Granville 
Granville 
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I       . Tlu-hna. n Dayton 
Jordan, Marian Lcla. Se Newark 
Kimball, Ruth C. Sc Dayton 
Kramer. I-ouise, Sc Dayton 
krebs. Ruth Frances. I'll Newark 
Kurcth. Julia Kcycs. Sc Canton 
Lincoln,   Margaret.   Ph L'niontown.   Pa. 
Longshore.   Dorothy.   Cl Johnstown 
Low, kalhryn H.. Sc      Ft Wayne. Ind. 
l.uce. Eleanor. Ph Vunkers. N. Y. 
McCann.  Jane.   Cl Dayton 
McCluer, Marjoric Ruth.   Ph Clayton 
McCorklc Olive II.. I'h Pittsburgh, Pa. 
McOiUUtd, Haul. Ph Dayton 
McKee.   Myra    Jean.   Ph Fra/.cysburg 
McMHIen, Katharine, Ph Newark 
Marquard, Helen. Ph Granvillc 
Marshall. Anna  Conine,  Ph Zaneevillo 
Maxwell.   L   Josephine.   Ph Rcynoldaburg 
Miller.  Franco,   Ph Wadsworlh 
\l mUnd, Edna.  Ph Pataskala 
Morris. Lucille E.. Ph Youngstown 
Myers. Eleanor M„ Ph Cleveland Heights 
Myers. Helen. Ph Erie, Pa. 
Owen, Edna Mabel. Cl Newark 
Owens. Helen L.. Ph (iranville 
Pedlcord. Shirley Mae, Ph Olathc. Colo. 
Pedicord. Theresa Aileen. Ph Olathc. Colo. 
Preacott, Ann   EUubeth,  Ph Cleveland 
Price, Myrtle Evelyn. Sc St. Catherine's. Ontario 
Proctor. Helen. Sc Shanghai.  China 
Quartel. Helen. Ph Dayton 
Ransom.   Harriet.   Ph Moline.   III. 
Rickctt. Ruth M.. Sc Granvillc 
Riegd,  Frances 0..  Ph Mies 
Roberts,   Anna.   Cl Marietta 
Roberta,   Dorothy. Cl Marietta 
Robertson, Gtadva.Sc Olcan.N. Y. 
Robion. June Adele. Ph Oak Park. III. 
Rogers, Ruth Anna. Ph Newark 
RotN, Marian   C. Ph Milford.  Mich. 
Rowland. Carrie.  Sc Johnstown 
Schimpl. Mary Alice. Sc Newark 
Shorney.   Marion.   Ph Oak   Park.   III. 
t 
io6 DBNISON   I'slVIK-ll 
I 
Smith. D 
Smith. F« '     .  v. 
Smith.   I ■ 
: . ( 
S 
I i. S 
SunderUnd, R   th. < 
Sutherla PI 
Tapper. Mn    I 
I ■ v . ! 
I   ■       r. I , Se 
Toby. Thdma. Cl 
Tuttle. 1 .       B I 
Valentine. Barbara 1 i 
White.] 
Whit--. ■' , C 
Wl -.   Ruth,    1' 
Williams. Theh- 
Willis. Vivian, ( 
Wil 
I SCLASS1FIED 
M .PI 
Follerton, Leslie. Ph 
Gay. U i, S 
G I K . I 
igene. PI 
.1   ■        PI 
H    ■■. W B„ PI 
ii       .   P Ph   . 
, Ei    F.. S 
\ . 5 
■ 
I•'.. Ph 
. .r.   Ph 
.  PI 
I  .  Ph 
P <■•■.-'   L. PI 
l P 
Hanford. \V. W 
HutfahL W. Va. 
Cleveland 
Newark 
Cranville 
.Akron 
. New   I/mdon 
Moorabvffi Pa. 
 Omaha.   Neb. 
R-iildrr.   Colo. 
Dayton 
Newark 
Kama*  City.   Mo. 
Nonralk 
Gauhati. Auam.   India 
 Warsaw, N  Y. 
 Charleston. W. Va. 
 Shanghai, China 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
\enia 
 Bucyrus 
WelUtnn 
Dayton 
Spriaga, W. Va. 
Columbua 
Huntavillc 
Zaneaville 
 Cambridge 
Ixnidonvillc 
Ismdonville 
Berlin  Center 
Alpha 
 Toledo 
 Newark 
Dayton 
Cleveland 
Mt   Vernon 
Mi    Vernon 
 Toledo 
PtckariBfMa 
Zaneaville 
.. .Zaneaville 
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Shauf. Herbert, Sc Toledo 
Sheen.    Don.    Ph Middletown 
SnokCi  Milford, Sc _. Granville 
Spellman.   Lewis,   Cl Johnstown 
Springer. Vernon  L., Ph Crooktville 
Trumbo. Donald. Ph Musltogee, Oklahoma 
Ubereaz. Delmar. Ph Cleveland 
Vk-kers. II.  l.indley. Cl Berlin Center 
Wade. John Q..   Ph Weaton 
:. Daniel K.. Ph Newark 
Brumback. Clara Tuttle Granville 
llainei,   Mary Croton 
Kinnry,   Kalherine   L Dei  Moinei,   Iowa 
Lovdeat,   Sarah   A Carlinvillc.   111. 
Ray, France! H Granville 
Solida.  Grace Wellington 
Swartzel, Lcota Irene Dayton 
1 
Conservatory of Music 
DIPLOMAS,  U Nl    i m 
Kilen Humphr 
Helen I^ennre Shumaker. Organ 
William Arthur Vofd. Piano and Organ 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC Cl RTIFICATE 
Florence Kile 
P0S1   iiR\IK\Il 
V.      , Gram ill* 
SENIOR CLASS 
E 
Mildred   Hall  Jenkin*.   \ 
■    .   \ 
Willard 
Keuka Park.   N    V 
.n  City.  I'a. 
I  V I   \>MI I!  h 
lanu 
Karl    k 
v. 
Miry  V 
Doroi      I 
Mn  W     in  \    ' 
Man  '■ 
Dorothy] Bi 
•    N B 
i           l [. .- 
:
          ■ i |. 
. ■ 
B 
w 11 
Ru        B 
1 ■;    • 1 
Columbus 
Marietta 
N rthport, Mich. 
'•• irl   D Center, Mass. 
. Toledo 
    Wadsworth 
Newark 
.     Johnstown 
 Cambridge 
Johnstown 
Passaic. N. J. 
 Canton 
 Lima 
Chicago, II!. 
    Ciranville 
Granville 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 
..   Philadelphia. Pa. 
K. Cleveland 
 Farrell. P«. 
Granville 
108 
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Ruth  Bolen Coshocton 
Marguerite BOM Newark 
Ida   E.   Bottwick Pataskala 
Ma rguerite Bovington Cleveland I I eights 
Thcodor Moisa Branc Warren 
Krrnal Eldcn Branstctter Koknmo, Ind. 
Dorothy Eleanor Breeze Granville 
Miriam J.  Broda Canton 
Mrs. Clara T. Brumback Granville 
William Kmerson Burke Granville 
Dora   E.   Burnison Cleveland 
Marion Burt Huntington. W. Va. 
Opal Calhoun Ostrandcr 
Clyde V. Campbell Newark 
I )rv*J Guy Case Granville 
Thomai V. Caulkins,  Jr Factoryville,  Pa. 
Margaret Chamberlain Granville 
Helen K. Cheney Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Ernest J. Cochran Newark 
Anne Auguila Cooke Pittsburgh. Pa. 
George Costan E. Youngstown 
Frances Cramer Whcaton. III. 
M.   Elizabeth   Cross Alexandria 
Geraldine    Crow Zanesville 
Frances Crazier Ann Arbor. Mich. 
Grace M.  Currey Urbana 
Arthur W.  Curtis Donakonda,  India 
Eleanor Curtis Donakonda,   India 
Eula   Doris Custis Xenia 
Josephine Darrow Granville 
Quincy   Harold   Dawson Coshocton 
Ruth Clements Dawson Ticondcroga, N. Y. 
Darleigh Edgell Dean Richwood. W. Va. 
Sonoma Deck Newark 
J. Crawford Deling Bedford 
Muriel Detweilcr Granville 
Dorothy Helen Dickinson St. Catharines, Ont. 
Vivian Mae Dieterich Hammond. Ind. 
Alleyne   Drake Logan,   W.  Va. 
Mrs. Bessie Draper Newark 
Elizabeth   DuBois Franklin 
Margaret Edmonson Parkersburg. W. Va. 
Emma Ixtts Everhart Middletown 
C. C. Ewing Newark 
1 
E 
no DENISOH UNIVERSITY 
e   L    Kiman .   .  Manchester 
Harr)   William   1   - \ Coshocton 
\   .     k    1    -:<r. Ji     Brooklyn. N. Y. 
( I  Brooklyn. N. Y. 
Granville 
lH.1 Newark 
Ralph Gabdc  Zanesville 
 Pilllburgh. P». 
Newark 
Violet I  New Straitsville 
 Johnstown 
t Grewe St. Joseph. Mich. 
K  Pataskala 
Paul B. Gl     iiellevuc 
Wancu Gutteiy. Lincoln. 111. 
Edith Hagu<  Newark 
et Haltemeii Dayton 
Troy 
   Zaneiville 
I '■'    ■    ''      I Clarksburg.   W.   Va. 
i Labeth Haul  Dover 
Mary Isabel Hawkins  Newark 
n Hal  Krie. Pa. 
M   lot    Hei Washington  C.  H. 
Sue Helbing  Granville 
Margaret B I Dayton 
< i  '     ■   11 • Newark 
1 I len  Wheeling.  W.  Va. 
Kilburn   Kendf   ..!!'• Reading. Mail. 
kins... Granville 
R"'h II Brooklyn. N. Y. 
 Tecumieh.  Mich. 
I       !!-■ Newark 
Katherini II  n Granville 
EllaHowell  Granville 
I. Husband.  Cleveland 
v
  I ":"-'  |ai >bi ,....  Ft Wayne. Ind. 
Thes dore B i    Larchmont. N. Y. 
^\ iliiam Johni a Newark 
It P. Johnston Granville 
Winifred A. Jol  Granville 
Sarah Joi  Granville 
1
     '■ Johnstown 
11
 »■ ■'■  Silvia. III. 
REGISTRATION III 
Gladys Wyeth Keenan Newark 
France! King Mountain View. Okla. 
Alice  J.   Kinney Dei  Moines.  Iowa 
Kathrrinc   Kinney Dea  Moinea.   Iowa 
Marian Alger Kinney Denver, Colo. 
Mary Grace Knocilcr Zancsville 
Howard   K.   Koelb Slonington. Conn 
Louise Kramer Dayton 
Ruth   Kreager Alexandria 
Doris Kurtz Granville 
Eleanor Kurtz Granville 
Stephen Hopkins Lapp Granville 
Charlotte Marie Laraen Dayton 
Jack Utt* Granville 
Lo'i >-»tta Granville 
Margery Una Granville 
Mary Latta Granville 
Floyd Frankin Layman Newark 
Margaret Lincoln Uniontown. Pa. 
Howard L Llndeman Newark 
Mary Margaret Linehan Newark 
Ida Lorenz Freano 
Chester II. Loucka N. Minneapolis, Minn. 
Henry I,owmiller Bucyrua 
Harriette McCann Dayton 
Marjorie McCluer Clayton 
Catherine McClure Pelee Island, Ont. 
Dorothy McCutcheon Mt. Rainier. Maryland 
Christine Irene McKinney Newark 
Marion McQuate Litchncld 
F.ffieMapcl Burton. W. Va. 
Anna Corrine Marshall Zancsville 
Miles Masters Granville 
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